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NOTICE OF MOTION  
(returnable July 7, 2020) 

 

 RSM CANADA LIMITED (“RSM”), in its capacity as Court-appointed receiver (the 

“Receiver”) of the property, assets and undertakings of Fernwood Developments (Ontario) 

Corporation (“Fernwood” or the “Debtor”) will make a motion to a Judge of the Commercial List 

on Tuesday July 7, 2020 at 11:00 a.m., or as soon after that time as the motion can be heard, by 

judicial teleconference via Zoom at Toronto, Ontario.   

PROPOSED METHOD OF HEARING: The motion is to be heard orally. 

THE MOTION IS FOR: 

(a) an order: 
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(i) abridging the time for service of this notice of motion and the Receiver’s 

motion record so that the motion is properly returnable on July 7, 2020; 

(ii) approving the First Report of the Receiver dated June 30, 2020 (the “First 

Report”) and the conduct and activities of the Receiver described therein; 

(iii) directing Pensio (as defined below) to pay $30,318.06, to the Receiver, 

which represents all rent deposits retained by Pensio in respect of the 

Fernwood Owned Units (as defined below) less the March 2020 property 

management fee payable to Pensio by the Receiver; 

(iv) authorizing the Receiver to pay $76,807 to the Condo Corp (as defined 

below) in connection with the condominium liens and outstanding common 

expenses owed for the Fernwood Owned Units since February 12, 2020; 

(v) approving the sale process proposed by the Receiver, as described in the 

First Report; 

(vi) approving the Receiver’s interim statement of receipts and adjustments; 

(vii) approving the fees and disbursements of the Receiver and its independent 

counsel, Paliare Roland Rothstein Rosenberg LLP (“Paliare Roland”); and 

(b) such further and other relief as counsel may request and this Honourable Court may 

permit. 
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THE GROUNDS FOR THE MOTION ARE: 

Background 

1. On February 12, 2020, RSM was appointed as Receiver over the Debtor’s property, assets 

and undertaking pursuant to an Order of this Court (the “Appointment Order”). 

2. Fernwood is the developer of a 94-unit stacked townhouse phased condominium complex 

known as Schoolhouse Barrie (formerly known as Georgian Meadows), located in Barrie, 

Ontario (the “Development”).  Each of the three phases of the Development consists of 

two buildings, for a total of six buildings.  Phases 1 and 2 are complete and Fernwood has 

sold all but 26 residential units in these two phases of the Development (collectively, the 

“Fernwood Owned Units”).   

3. Phase 3, which consists of 32 residential units, is incomplete and in various stages of 

construction (collectively, the “Unfinished Units”). The Unfinished Units in Phase 3 have 

yet to be sold by Fernwood and are not subject to agreements of purchase and sale. 

Pensio 

4. Pensio Property Management Group Inc. and/or Pensio Global (“Pensio”) was the property 

manager for the Development at the time of the Receiver’s appointment.  Pensio’s duties 

included collecting rent from tenants of the Fernwood Owned Units. 

5. Pensio is holding $33,545, which represents last month rent deposits from tenants of the 

Fernwood Owned Units (collectively, the “Rent Deposits”).  The Receiver has requested 

that Pensio pay the Rent Deposits, less the $3,286.94 owed by the Receiver to Pensio for 

March 2020 property management fee, which totals $30,318.06. 
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6. Despite the Receiver’s repeated requests, Pensio has yet to pay the outstanding amount to 

the Receiver, notwithstanding that Pensio has confirmed that this amount is owed to the 

Receiver. 

7. As a result, the Receiver requests that the Court direct Pensio to pay $30,318.06 to the 

Receiver. 

Condo Corp 

8. Simcoe Standard Condominium Corporation No. 240 (the “Condo Corp”) is the 

condominium corporation for the Development.   

9. On February 28, 2020, the Condo Corp registered a condominium lien against 25 of the 

Fernwood Owned Units.  Each lien was in the amount of $1,999, which represented three 

months of unpaid common area expenses, a special assessment fee, and $1,000 in costs. 

10. Following a significant amount of discussions between counsel to the Receiver and counsel 

to the Condo Corp, the Receiver and the Condo Corp have agreed, subject to Court 

approval, to a settlement such that the Receiver is seeking Court authority to pay $76,807 

to the Condo Corp in full and final satisfaction of all amounts owed by Fernwood in 

connection with the condominium liens registered by the Condo Corp against Fernwood 

Owned Units, together with unpaid condominium fees for the months of March to June 

2020.   

Sale Process 

11. The Receiver has proposed a sale process designed to market en bloc the Fernwood Owned 

Units and Unfinished Units.   
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12. The Receiver is of the view that the sale process is reasonable and appropriate in the 

circumstances.  MarshallZehr Group Inc., the senior secured creditor of Fernwood, is 

supportive of the sale process.   

13. In these circumstances, the Receiver respectfully requests that the Court grant an order 

approving the sale process. 

Approval of Fees and Disbursements 

14. Pursuant to paragraph 18 of the Appointment Order, the Receiver and its counsel are to be 

paid their reasonable fees and disbursements at their standard rates and charges, incurred 

both before and after the making of the Appointment Order.  Pursuant to paragraph 19 of 

the Appointment Order, the Receiver and its counsel shall pass their accounts before the 

Court. 

15. At this time, the Receiver is seeking Court approval of its fees and disbursements, and the 

fees and disbursements of Paliare Roland, up to May 31, 2020.  The Receiver is of the view 

that the fees and disbursements charged are reasonable.   

General 

16. The First Report. 

17. Rules 1.04, 1.05, 2.01, 2.03, and 37 of the Rules of Civil Procedure (Ontario). 

18. The inherent jurisdiction of the Court. 

19. Such other grounds as counsel may advise and this Honourable Court may permit.   
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 THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE will be used at the hearing of the 

motion: 

1. The First Report and the Appendices annexed thereto; and 

2. such further and other material as counsel may advise and this Honourable Court may 

permit. 

July 1, 2020      CHAITONS LLP 
5000 Yonge Street, 10th Floor 
Toronto, ON  M2N 7E9 
 
Sam Rappos (LSO No. 51399S) 
Tel:  (416) 218-1137 
Fax:  (416) 218-1837 
E-mail:  samr@chaitons.com 

        
PALIARE ROLAND ROSENBERG 
ROTHSTEIN LLP 
35th Floor, 155 Wellington St. W. 
Toronto, ON M5V 3H1 
 
Jeff Larry (LSO No. 44608D) 
Tel: (416) 646-4330 
Fax: (416) 646-4301 
Email: jeff.larry@paliareroland.com 

Lawyers for RSM Canada Limited, 
       Court-appointed Receiver 
 
TO:  THE SERVICE LIST 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. By Order of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice (the “Court”) dated February 12, 

2020 (the “Appointment Order”), RSM Canada Limited (“RSM”) was appointed 

receiver (the “Receiver”), without security, of all of the assets, undertakings and 

properties of Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation (“Fernwood” or the 

“Debtor”) acquired for, or used in relation to a business carried on by Fernwood, 

including all proceeds thereof (the “Property”).  A copy of the Appointment Order 

is attached hereto as Appendix “A”. 

2. The Appointment Order authorizes the Receiver to, among other things: 

(a) take possession and exercise control over the Property and any and all 

proceeds, receipts and disbursements arising out of, or from, the Property; 

(b) manage, operate, and carry on the business of Fernwood, including the 

powers to enter into any agreements, incur any obligations in the ordinary 

course of business, cease to carry on all or any part of the business, or 

cease to perform any contracts of Fernwood; 

(c) engage consultants, appraisers, agents, experts, auditors, accountants, 

managers, counsel and such other persons from time to time and on 

whatever basis, including on a temporary basis, to assist with the exercise 

of the Receiver’s powers and duties, including without limitation those 

conferred by the Appointment Order; and 
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(d) receive and collect all monies and accounts now owed or hereafter owing 

to the Debtor and to exercise all remedies of the Debtor in collecting such 

monies, including, without limitation, to enforce any security held by the 

Debtor. 

3. The Appointment Order empowers the Receiver to borrow by way of revolving 

credit or otherwise, such monies from time to time as it may consider necessary or 

desirable, provided that the outstanding principal amount does not exceed $2.5 

million (or such greater amount as the Court may order), for the purpose of funding 

the administration of the receivership and the exercise of the Receiver’s powers 

and duties. 

4. The Appointment Order, together with Court documents related to the receivership 

proceeding, has been posted on the Receiver’s website, which can be found at 

http://www.rsmcanada.com/fernwood-developments-ontario-corporation.  

5. In accordance with paragraph 25 of the Appointment Order, the Receiver has 

retained Chaitons LLP (“Chaitons”) as its legal counsel for this receivership 

proceeding, except in circumstances where independent legal advice is required 

by the Receiver.  The Receiver’s independent legal counsel is Paliare Roland 

Rothstein Rosenberg LLP (“Paliare Roland”).   

PURPOSE OF THE FIRST REPORT 

6. The purpose of this first report of the Receiver (the “First Report”) is to: 
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(a) report to the Court on the activities of the Receiver from February 12, 2020 

(the “Appointment Date”) to the date hereof, which include, among other 

things: 

(i) communications with and request for information from Mr. Jordan 

Zukowski (“Mr. Zukowski”), the President and sole Director of 

Fernwood, and his legal counsel and with respect to certain 

information regarding a bank account opened by Fernwood with the 

Toronto-Dominion Bank (“TD Bank”), among other things; 

(ii) the Receiver’s dealings with Fernwood’s property manager, Pensio 

Property Management Group Inc. and/or Pensio Global (“Pensio”), 

including Pensio’s retention of rent deposits paid by tenants of the 

Fernwood owned units in the Development (as defined below); 

(iii) the Receiver’s request for information and documentation from 

Fernwood’s real estate counsel, Smith Valeriote LLP (“SV Law”); 

(iv) discussions the Receiver and/or Chaitons has had with Simcoe 

Standard Condominium Corporation # 240 (the “Condo. Corp.”), 

Condo. Corp.’s property manager, Bayshore Property Management 

Inc. (“Bayshore”), and the Condo. Corp.’s counsel regarding the 

payment of common area fee arrears and condominium liens 

registered by the Condo. Corp. against 25 units owned by Fernwood 

in the Development;  
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(b) provide the Court with a summary of the Receiver’s cash receipts and 

disbursements for the period from February 12, 2020 to June 15, 2020 (the 

“R&D”); and 

(c) request the Court grant an Order or Orders: 

(i) approving the Receiver’s activities as set out in the First Report; 

(ii) directing Pensio to pay to the Receiver $30,258.06, which represents 

all rent deposits retained by Pensio in respect of the Fernwood 

owned units less the March 2020 property management fee payable 

to Pensio by the Receiver; 

(iii) authorizing the Receiver to pay $76,807 to the Condo Corp in 

connection with the condominium liens and outstanding common 

expenses owed since the Appointment Date;  

(iv) approving the Receiver’s proposed Sale Process (as defined below); 

(v) approving the R&D; and 

(vi) approving the fees and disbursements of the Receiver and Paliare 

Roland to May 31, 2020. 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

7. In preparing this First Report and making the comments herein, the Receiver has 

relied upon information from third-party sources (collectively, the “Information”). 

Certain of the information contained in the First Report may refer to, or is based 
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on, the Information. As the Information has been provided by other parties or 

obtained from documents filed with the Court in this matter, the Receiver has relied 

on the Information and, to the extent possible, reviewed the Information for 

reasonableness.  However, the Receiver has not audited or otherwise attempted 

to verify the accuracy or completeness of the Information in a manner that would 

wholly or partially comply with Canadian Auditing Standards pursuant to the 

Chartered Professional Accountants Canada Handbook and, accordingly, the 

Receiver expresses no opinion or other form of assurance in respect of the 

Information. 

8. Unless otherwise stated, all dollar amounts contained in the First Report are 

expressed in Canadian dollars. 

BACKGROUND  

9. Fernwood is a corporation incorporated under the laws of the Province of Ontario 

and has its mailing address in Guelph, Ontario. A corporate profile report for 

Fernwood is attached hereto as Appendix “B”. 

10. Fernwood is the developer of a 94-unit stacked townhouse phased condominium 

complex known as Schoolhouse Barrie (formerly known as Georgian Meadows), 

located in Barrie, Ontario (the “Development”).  Each of the three phases of the 

Development consists of two buildings, for a total of six buildings.  Phases 1 and 

2 are complete and Fernwood has sold all but 26 residential units in these two 

phases of the Development (collectively, the “Fernwood Owned Units”).   
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11. Phase 3, which consists of 32 residential units, is incomplete and in various stages 

of construction. The residential units in Phase 3 have yet to be sold by Fernwood 

and are not subject to agreements of purchase and sale. 

12. MarshallZehr Group Inc. (“MZG”) provided Fernwood with a loan of $19.95 million 

(the “Loan”) pursuant to a commitment letter dated September 20, 2016, as 

amended.  The loan was repayable on demand and matured on September 1, 

2019. 

13. MZG’s security over Fernwood’s property and assets include a charge/mortgage 

in the principal amount of $22 million and a general assignment of leases and rent, 

both of which are registered on title to the Fernwood Owned Units and Phase 3 of 

the Development, and a general security agreement. 

14. On January 21, 2020, MZG demanded repayment of the Loan from the Debtor and 

sent a Notice of Intention to Enforce Security pursuant to the provisions of the 

Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (Canada). 

15. Fernwood did not repay the Loan. MZG brought an application with the Court for 

the appointment of a receiver. On February 12, 2020, the Court issued the 

Appointment Order in which RSM was appointed as Receiver. Fernwood did not 

oppose the appointment of the Receiver.   

RECEIVER’S ACTIVITIES TO DATE 

16. Set out below is a summary of the Receiver’s activities since its appointment, 

certain of which are discussed in greater detail later in the First Report: 
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(a) immediately after its appointment, the Receiver contacted Mr. Zukowski to 

request a meeting.  Mr. Zukowski advised that he was not able to meet with 

the Receiver until the following week; 

(b) attended at Fernwood’s offices in Barrie, Ontario on February 20, 2020 and 

met with Mr. Zukowski (the “Initial Meeting”) to discuss the receivership 

proceeding and to ascertain the location of Fernwood’s books and records. 

Mr. Zukowski provided the Receiver with certain information, including 

details regarding Fernwood’s bank accounts with Bank of Montreal 

(“BMO”).  Mr. Zukowski advised the Receiver that the majority of 

Fernwood’s books and records were with Royal City Bookkeeping Services 

Inc. (“RCBS”);  

(c) wrote to BMO to request that all bank accounts in the name of Fernwood 

be frozen and to allow deposits, but no withdrawals from those accounts; 

(d) contacted RCBS to obtain additional information in respect of Fernwood, 

including the names, addresses and amounts owing to Fernwood’s 

creditors, an aged accounts receivable listing and a balance sheet;   

(e) sent a Notice and Statement of Receiver pursuant to Section 245(1) of the 

Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (the “245 Notice”) to the known creditors of 

Fernwood via regular mail. The known creditors were compiled from a 

Personal Property Security Registration System search conducted by the 

Receiver and from a list of creditors provided by RCBS.  A copy of the 245 

Notice is attached hereto as Appendix “C”; 
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(f) arranged for the redirection of mail from two addresses provided by Mr. 

Zukowski to the Receiver’s business address. The mail redirection 

commenced on February 27, 2020; 

(g) opened an HST account with Canada Revenue Agency; 

(h) opened a trust account at BMO for the receipts and disbursements relating 

to the receivership administration; 

(i) contacted Pensio, Fernwood’s property manager prior to the appointment 

of the Receiver, in order to ascertain Pensio’s role and to request that 

Pensio assist the Receiver with collection of rents for the Fernwood Owned 

Units for the month of March 2020; 

(j) terminated Pensio’s engagement as property manager and entered into a 

property management agreement with Subhkin Management Inc. 

(“Subhkin”), an independent property manager, to manage the Fernwood 

Owned Units and Phase 3 of the Development;  

(k) contacted the City of Barrie, Alectra Utilities and Rogers to open new 

accounts in the name of the Receiver in order that service to the 

Development was not interrupted; and 

(l) obtained a copy of Fernwood’s insurance documents to review the current 

insurance coverage for the Development. The Receiver contacted 

Fernwood’s insurer, Federated Insurance, and has been added as an 
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additional named insured and loss payee on Fernwood’s insurance policies. 

The current policy term expires on January 15, 2021. 

BANK ACCOUNT AT TORONTO DOMINION BANK (“TD Bank”) 

17. On February 26, 2020, RCBS confirmed that Fernwood had two bank accounts 

with BMO and one account at TD Bank, bearing account # 5254264 (the “TD Bank 

Account”).  RCBS further advised that it did not have any details for the TD Bank 

Account and that it would request bank statements from the TD Bank.   

18. The existence of the TD Bank Account was not previously disclosed to the 

Receiver by Mr. Zukowski.  

19. On February 26, 2020, the Receiver wrote to TD Bank to request that TD Bank 

freeze the TD Bank Account and any other accounts with TD Bank in the name of 

Fernwood.  On February 27, 2020, TD Bank confirmed that the TD Bank Account 

was frozen.  The TD Bank Account is discussed in more detail below.  

20. On February 28, 2020, TD Bank provided the Receiver with a printout setting out 

the transactions relating to the TD Bank Account (the “TD Statement”), which 

account was opened on October 28, 2019.  As at January 21, 2020, the TD Bank 

Account had an overdraft balance of $22.01.  

21. The Receiver reviewed the TD Statement and notes that: 

(a) on October 28, 2019, there was a deposit of $531,363.09 (the “Deposit”) to 

the TD Bank Account; and 
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(b) on October 31, 2019 and November 5, 2019, amounts of $250,000 and 

$225,000, respectively, were transferred (the “Transfers”) from the TD 

Bank Account to bank account bearing account number 6464509 (the “646 

Account”), which account is also with TD Bank.   

22. On March 2, 2020, the Receiver wrote to RCBS requesting information on how the 

Deposit and Transfers were recorded in Fernwood’s general ledger.  RCBS 

advised the Receiver that the accounting for these transactions had not yet been 

completed. 

23. On March 3, 2020, the Receiver wrote to RCBS to request further information from 

the books and records of Fernwood and to follow up on the TD Bank Account 

transactions.  RCBS responded that it had not had the opportunity to gather the 

information and that the information would be provided to the Receiver shortly. 

24. On March 4, 2020, RCBS informed the Receiver that RCBS was unwilling to 

provide the Receiver with any further information until its outstanding accounts with 

Fernwood were paid. 

25. On March 6, 2020, the Receiver wrote to RCBS to advise that RCBS’ position in 

respect of non-provision of the information requested by the Receiver pending 

payment of its unpaid account was in breach of the Appointment Order and that 

the Receiver would seek an order for contempt and costs, if RCBS continued to 

withhold information in respect of Fernwood. 
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26. On March 9, 2020, RCBS responded to the Receiver that RCBS would review the 

Receiver’s correspondence and get back to the Receiver. 

27. After an exchange of correspondence between counsel for RCBS and the 

Receiver, on March 13, 2020, RCBS, through its counsel, agreed to provide the 

requested information by April 10, 2020.  

28. On March 16, 2020, the Receiver wrote to Mr. Zukowski requesting further details 

of Fernwood’s assets (the “March 16th Letter”), including the TD Bank Account.  

On March 18, 2020, Duncan, Linton LLP, counsel to Mr. Zukowski (“Duncan, 

Linton”) wrote to the Receiver (the “March 18th Letter”) to advise that, among 

other things, Mr. Zukowski was compiling a package of information relating to the 

TD Bank Account.  Copies of the March 16th Letter and the March 18th Letter are 

attached hereto as Appendices “D” and “E”, respectively. 

29. As both RCBS and Mr. Zukowski advised the Receiver that they required additional 

time to provide the Receiver with the information requested by the Receiver, 

including information on the TD Bank Account, the Receiver wrote to TD Bank on 

March 18, 2020 to request transaction details in respect of the Deposit and 

Transfers. 

30. On March 19, 2020, TD Bank provided the Receiver with details on the Deposit 

and Transfers, as follows: 

(a) TD Bank provided a copy of a cheque in the amount of $531,363.09 from 

Tarion Warranty Corporation (“Tarion”) payable to Fernwood (the “Tarion 
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Cheque”), which cheque represents the Deposit.  A copy of the Tarion 

Cheque is attached hereto as Appendix “F”; and 

(b) the 646 Account to which the Transfers were made is a joint personal 

account in the names of Mr. Zukowski and Rudi Zukowski, who the Receiver 

understands is Mr. Zukowski’s father.   

31. The Receiver communicated with Tarion regarding the Tarion Cheque and was 

advised by Tarion that the Tarion Cheque represented a release of a portion of 

Tarion’s security over the Development, which security was previously provided to 

Tarion by Fernwood. 

32. On March 23, 2020, Paliare Roland wrote to Duncan, Linton (the “March 23rd 

Letter”) to follow up on various outstanding information, including information 

about the TD Bank Account.  A copy of the March 23rd Letter is attached hereto as 

Appendix “G”. 

33. On March 26, 2020, the Receiver contacted TD Bank to see if TD Bank could 

provide the Receiver with details regarding the 646 Account.  On March 27, 2020, 

TD Bank informed the Receiver that it could not provide details of the 646 Account 

without an order of the Court directing it to do so. 

34. On March 27, 2020, Duncan, Linton wrote to Paliare Roland (the “March 27th 

Letter”) to advise, among other things, that all information in Mr. Zukowski’s 

possession concerning the TD Bank Account would be sent to the Receiver the 
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following week.  A copy of the March 27th Letter is attached hereto as Appendix 

“H”. 

35. On March 30, 2020, Paliare Roland wrote to Duncan, Linton to request that a 

response to the Receiver’s information request in respect of the TD Bank Account 

be provided by noon on April 1, 2020, as the Receiver had initially requested the 

information from Mr. Zukowski on March 16, 2020. 

36. On April 1, 2020, Duncan, Linton provided Paliare Roland with a reconciliation (the 

“Reconciliation”) of the TD Bank Account, which is summarized below: 

Receipts 
 
Tarion deposit  $531,363.09  
 
Disbursements 
    
Utilities, insurance, accounting, bookkeeping and  
     other Development Expenses  $109,258.21 
Corporate Mastercard  41,969.24  
Smith Valeriote LLP (SV Law)   7,507.50  
Duncan Linton LLP (Zukowski Counsel)  21,853.10  
Schneider Ruggiero LLP   21,961.98  
Employee wages and expenses  41,836.31  
Expenses - Jordan Zukowski  63,926.06  
Management fees - Jordan Zukowski 230,000.00  
Management fees - Rudi Zukowski 158,200.00  
Bank charges                                                                           44.01  
Total expenses per reconciliation $696,556.41  

Owed to Jordan Zukowski  ($165,193.32)  

37. On April 6, 2020, Paliare Roland wrote to Duncan, Linton (the “April 6th Letter”) 

to ask whether the management fees claimed by Mr. Zukowski and his father were 

accrued in Fernwood’s financial statements and to request receipts for the 

expenses claimed by Mr. Zukowski.  On April 23, 2020 (the “April 23rd Response 
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Letter”), Duncan, Linton responded that the management fees were not accrued 

in Fernwood’s financial statements, but they were budgeted for.  Duncan, Linton 

advised that receipts for Mr. Zukowski’s expenses would be provided once 

received from RCBS.  To date, no expense receipts have been provided to the 

Receiver.  Copies of the April 6th Letter and April 23rd Response Letter are attached 

hereto as Appendices “I” and “J”, respectively. 

38. The Reconciliation does not reflect all the entries that concludes with the TD Bank 

Account overdraft balance of $22.01 set out on the TD Statement, as the 

Reconciliation appears to reflect only certain of the transactions set out in the TD 

Statement.   

39. The TD Statement sets out that on various dates, business expenses and bank 

charges totaling $202,601.54 were paid from the TD Bank Account. The Receiver 

also notes that funds were transferred back to the TD Bank Account from the 646 

Account in order to pay certain expenses.  Based on the Receiver’s review, it 

appears that a net amount of $328,761.55 was transferred to the 646 Account in 

favour of Mr. Zukowski and his father, Rudi. 

PENSIO 

40. As set out above, on the date of the Receiver’s appointment, Pensio was the 

property manager of the Development.  

41. On February 18, 2020, Chaitons contacted Pensio’s counsel, Friedman Law 

Professional Corporation (“Friedmans”), to request from Pensio a breakdown and 

reconciliation detailing all rent that has been paid for each of the regarding the 
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Fernwood Owned Units to date.  In addition, Chaitons advised Friedmans that all 

rents paid by tenants of the Fernwood Owned Units were to be sent to the 

Receiver, without deduction, in accordance with the Appointment Order. 

42. On February 19, 2020, Friedmans provided to Chaitons, among other things, a 

rent roll for February 2020 and a reconciliation (the “Pensio Reconciliation”) 

based on information that was sent to Friedmans by Pensio.  Friedmans requested 

that the Receiver directly contact Mr. Brandon Keks (“Mr. Keks”), Chief Operating 

Officer of Pensio, for any further information. According to the Pensio 

Reconciliation, after a series of advances made by Pensio to Fernwood, the net 

amount claimed by Pensio to be owed to it by Fernwood as at the date of the 

Receiver’s appointment is $490,467. A copy of the Pensio Reconciliation is 

attached hereto as Appendix “K”. 

43. On February 21, 2020, the Receiver discussed the Pensio Reconciliation with Mr. 

Keks. Based on that discussion, the Receiver understands the following: 

(a) Pensio and/or its related companies, including Nationwide Rentsure 

Canada Corp. and Ai Guarantee Inc., entered into an agreement with 

Fernwood to provide a rental guarantee program (the “Rental Guarantee 

Program”) in order for Fernwood to be able to sell Development units at a 

premium, as well as property management services to Fernwood and other 

unit owners.  The Rental Guarantee Program provided unit owners with a 

form of insurance such that the difference between rent collected on a 

particular unit and $2,500 would be paid by Pensio to the unit owner.  
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Property management services were provided at a rate of 6% of rent 

collected by Pensio; 

(b) Mr. Keks claims that Fernwood owes Pensio approximately $2.3 million, 

including HST, for fees related to the Rental Guarantee Program plus an 

additional $1.0 million fee for assistance with settling a potential lawsuit for 

breach of contract and non-payment of real estate commissions between 

Keller Williams Realty, the initial real estate broker engaged by Fernwood, 

and Fernwood.  Mr. Keks indicated that the fees of $2.3 million in respect 

of the Rental Guarantee Program were payable to Pensio in advance of the 

sale of any of the units in the Development.  Based on the Pensio 

Reconciliation, it appears that Fernwood paid Pensio $1.4 million, resulting 

in the balance of $1.9 million being unpaid and outstanding; and 

(c) as Fernwood did not pay the full amount claimed by Pensio, commencing 

in June 2017, Pensio started retaining rents collected and applying the 

amounts collected against its outstanding fees.  As the Receiver understood 

that Fernwood provided a general assignment of leases and rents in favour 

of MZG, the Receiver requested that Mr. Keks provide the Receiver with 

documentation evidencing MZG’s consent to Pensio retaining the rents 

collected and offsetting them against its outstanding fees.  Mr. Keks advised 

that while there was no formal signed agreement, MZG agreed to this 

practice.  Pensio provided an email exchange between Murray Snedden of 

MZG and John Hamilton of Pensio between February 25 and 28, 2019.  A 

copy of the email exchange is attached hereto as Appendix “L”. 
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44. The Receiver advised Mr. Keks that the Receiver would not be paying Pensio’s 

claim of $490,467, but that it may be willing to continue with Pensio as property 

manager of the Fernwood Owned Units.  In addition, the Receiver further advised 

Mr. Keks that there may be some additional role in the receivership administration 

for Pensio, including providing assistance to the Receiver to sell the Fernwood 

Owned Units, depending on the circumstances. 

45. During March 2020, the Receiver obtained further information from various 

sources regarding Pensio and its relationship with Fernwood and MZG.  On the 

basis that there appeared to be various disagreements and issues amongst the 

parties, the Receiver concluded that the appointment of an independent property 

manager was appropriate. 

46. On March 25, 2020, the Receiver advised Pensio that, effective from April 1, 2020, 

the Receiver engaged Subhkin to act as the property manager over the Fernwood 

Owned Units.  During the period March 25, 2020 to March 31, 2020, Subhkin 

transitioned property management duties from Pensio. 

47. On April 1, 2020, the Receiver emailed Pensio to request that tenant rent deposits 

for March 2020 (the “Rent Deposits”) be paid to the Receiver.  The Receiver’s 

understanding, based on the leases reviewed by Subhkin, was that the Rent 

Deposits in the possession of Pensio totaled approximately $55,000.  Mr. Keks 

advised the Receiver that Pensio was completing a reconciled accounting for all 

the investor owners in the Development in addition to the Fernwood Owned Units. 
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After the Receiver’s follow up emails, Mr. Keks advised the Receiver on April 7, 

2020 that a reconciliation would be provided to the Receiver on April 8, 2020. 

48. On April 6, 2020, it came to the Receiver’s attention that on April 3, 2020 Pensio 

sent an email to the tenants of the Fernwood Owned Units requesting that they 

pay their April 2020 rent to Pensio.  The Receiver contacted Mr. Keks on this matter 

and requested that Pensio remit all rents collected for April 2020 to the Receiver.  

Mr. Keks advised that he was not aware of the request to tenants and that an 

automated message was likely sent out from Pensio’s property management 

system.  Mr. Keks subsequently advised the Receiver that any rents collected for 

April 2020 by Pensio had been returned to the applicable tenant(s).  Subhkin has 

subsequently contacted all tenants in Fernwood Owned Units to collect rent for 

April 2020, as appropriate. 

49. In March 2020, Pensio collected rent in respect of the Fernwood Owned Units 

totaling $48,480 and remitted same to the Receiver. The Receiver’s arrangement 

with Pensio was to pay 6% of rent collected by Pensio as a property management 

fee.  Mr. Keks, on several occasions, has pressed the Receiver to pay its property 

management fee totaling $3,286.94, including HST. The Receiver responded that 

it would not pay the fee as Pensio had not remitted the Deposits to the Receiver. 

50. On April 14, 2020, the Receiver followed up with Mr. Keks to confirm that it had not 

received any reconciliation, nor had any of the rent deposits held by Pensio been 

sent to the Receiver. 
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51. On April 15, 2020, Mr. Keks wrote to the Receiver (the “April 15th Email”) and 

provided a reconciliation of the rent deposits held by Pensio, which totaled 

$33,545, and advised that Pensio would be setting off the Rent Deposits against 

the unsecured amount owed to Pensio by Fernwood.  A copy of the April 15th Email 

is attached hereto as Appendix “M”. 

52. On April 28, 2020, Paliare Roland wrote to Pensio (the “April 28th Letter”) to 

advise that: (i) Pensio had no right to offset the Rent Deposits it received on behalf 

of Fernwood on the basis that the Rent Deposits were held by Pensio in trust for 

Fernwood; and (ii) the Appointment Order precluded set-off as all rights and 

remedies against Fernwood’s Property are stayed and suspended.  The April 28th 

Letter requested that Pensio remit to the Receiver the amount of the Rent 

Deposits, net of the March 2020 property management fee of $3,286.94 owed by 

the Receiver to Pensio.  A copy of the April 28th Letter is attached hereto as 

Appendix “N”. 

53. As no response to the April 28th Letter was received, Paliare Roland sent an email 

to Mr. Keks on May 13, 2020 to request a response to the April 28th Letter and 

copied Friedmans.  Mr. Keks responded to advise that a complete response would 

be provided to Paliare Roland that week.   

54. On May 25, 2020 (the “May 25th Email”), Mr. Keks wrote to the Receiver to advise 

that Pensio would pay $29,383.06 to the Receiver.  The May 25th Email indicates 

that rent deposits of $33,595 were held by Pensio and that in addition to the 

amount of the property management fees owed to it by the Receiver, Pensio was 
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deducting $925 for “offset default rent” for two tenants that had not paid rent, which 

resulted in forfeiture of their deposits.  The Receiver does not agree with Pensio 

that the last month’s rent claimed to be “offset default rent” totaling $925 can be 

offset against Pensio’s program fees.  A copy of the May 25th Email is attached 

hereto as Appendix “O”. 

55. To date, no amount has been paid by Pensio to the Receiver in respect of the Rent 

Deposits.  The Receiver is therefore seeking an Order requiring Pensio to pay to 

the Receiver $30,318.06, which represents the Rent Deposits retained by Pensio 

(as per the May 25th Email) in respect of the Fernwood Owned Units less the March 

2020 property management fee payable to Pensio by the Receiver. 

SV LAW 

56. As set out previously in this report, Mr. Zukowski advised the Receiver that the 

majority of Fernwood’s books and records were with RCBS.  Following the 

Receiver’s appointment, the Receiver sought information from RCBS in respect of 

the 36 units in the Development sold by Fernwood to third parties (the “Third-Party 

Units”).  In order to confirm that the proceeds of sale of the Third Party Units were 

sent to the appropriate parties, the Receiver requested copies of the agreements 

of purchase and sale for the Third-Party Units, the trust ledgers for same and 

details of where the proceeds of sale for those units were directed.   

57. RCBS advised the Receiver that RCBS did not have copies of the agreements of 

purchase and sale; however, it had copies of certain of the closing statements of 

adjustments and trust ledgers, but that it did not have all of the information.  The 
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Receiver then contacted SV Law, the law firm which represented Fernwood on the 

sale of the Third-Party Units, to obtain the subject documents.   

58. On March 10, 2020, the Receiver wrote to SV Law seeking information and 

documentation in respect of the sale of the Third-Party Units and details of the 

security provided to Tarion. On March 18, 2020, the Receiver sent a further email 

to SV Law to follow up on the request sent on March 10, 2020.  

59. On March 18, 2020, SV Law responded that the Fernwood file and any information 

the Receiver was seeking was subject to solicitor-client privilege, that SV Law was 

not in a position to waive that privilege, and that Fernwood was not waiving the 

privilege. 

60. On the basis that the Receiver was unable to obtain the information it sought from 

RCBS and SV Law, it requested that MZG provide the information, if it was in 

possession of it.  MZG was able to provide certain of the information sought by the 

Receiver; however, MZG was unable to provide the Receiver with complete 

information concerning the sale of all Third-Party Units. 

61. As set out above, the Receiver requires the information and documentation so that 

it can confirm that the proceeds of sale of the Third-Party Units were sent to the 

appropriate parties.  The Receiver has attempted to obtain such documentation 

from all possible sources and has been unable to obtain to date complete 

information relating to the sale of units to third parties or documentation in respect 

of Tarion.   
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62. On June 16, 2020, Chaitons wrote to SV Law (the “SV Law Email”) to advise that 

the Receiver required certain information that it was unable to obtain from other 

sources.  On that same day, Chaitons wrote to Duncan Linton (the “June 16th 

Email”), with a copy of the correspondence to SV Law, to ask if Fernwood or the 

Zukowskis had any issue with SV Law providing the Receiver with the requested 

information and documents.  Copies of the SV Law Email and June 16th Email are 

attached hereto as Appendices “P” and “Q”, respectively. 

63. On June 23, 2020, Mr, Duncan, on behalf of Fernwood, confirmed in writing that 

Fernwood did not object to SV Law producing the requested documentation and 

information sought by the Receiver with respect to the sale of the Third Party Units.  

A copy of Mr. Duncan’s letter is attached hereto as Appendix “R”.  . 

64. The Receiver is currently in discussions with SV Law and its independent counsel 

regarding the timing of the production of the requested documents, as SV Law’s 

files were in off-site storage and the requested documents need to be scanned.   

CONDO. CORP. 

Liens 

65. As at the date of the Receiver’s appointment, the main accounts for water, hydro 

and internet were in the name of Fernwood, notwithstanding that the condominium 

declaration for the Development was registered in 2016, which resulted in the 

incorporation of the Condo. Corp., and the Condo. Corp. had retained Bayshore to 

be its property manager. 
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66. On February 14, 2020, Bayshore wrote to Fernwood, BMO and MZG to advise that 

it intended to register liens against the Fernwood Owned Units for non-payment of 

common area fees for the months of December 2019, January 2020 and February 

2020, if unpaid common area expenses of $999 per unit were not paid by February 

24, 2020.  Bayshore also advised that it $1,000 per unit would be added to the 

Condo. Corp.’s lien, representing costs and reasonable expenses to be incurred 

by the Condo. Corp. in connection with the collection or attempted collection of the 

$999 per unit, as well as the cost of the title search and notice of lien (the “Lien 

Costs”). 

67. In reviewing this matter, it appears that Fernwood had not paid any common area 

fees to the Condo. Corp. for a significant period of time.  Based on the account 

statements provided by Bayshore, the Receiver understands that MZG directly 

paid $1,830 per unit to the Condo. Corp. in March 2019, which appears to be the 

accrued balance of common area fees from April 1, 2018 to November 30, 2018. 

68. On February 19, 2019, Chaitons contacted Bayshore’s paralegal to seek an 

extension to Bayshore’s February 24, 2020 deadline to pay the outstanding 

amount of $999 per unit as the Receiver was in the process of obtaining an 

advance from MZG to fund costs of the receivership.  On February 19, 2020, 

Bayshore responded to Chaitons to advise that the Condo. Corp.’s board of 

directors had provided instructions to proceed with lien registrations on February 

28, 2020, if the $999 for each of 25 of the Fernwood Owned Units was not paid. 
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69. On February 28, 2020, Chaitons responded to Bayshore to advise that the 

Receiver had sufficient funds to make payment of the $999 for each unit in respect 

of common area fees for the months of December, January and February and 

requested confirmation that no lien had been registered against the units.  

Bayshore responded that a lien in the amount of $1,999 had been registered by 

the Condo. Corp.’s counsel over 25 of the Fernwood Owned Units. 

Following a significant number of discussions between counsel to the Receiver and 

counsel to the Condo. Corp., the Receiver and the Condo. Corp. have agreed to a 

settlement such that the Receiver is seeking Court authority to pay $76,807 to the Condo. 

Corp. in full and final satisfaction of all amounts owed by Fernwood in connection with the 

condominium liens registered by the Condo. Corp. against Fernwood Owned Units, 

together with unpaid condominium fees for the months of March to June 2020.  The 

Receiver has obtained a release from the Condo. Corp. that will become effective upon 

Court approval of the payment of $76,807 to the Condo. Corp. 

Utilities 

70. As referred to earlier herein, the accounts for water, hydro and internet for the 

Development were still in the name of Fernwood as at the date of the Receiver’s 

appointment. 

71. In order to ensure no services were interrupted, the Receiver contacted the City of 

Barrie, Alectra Utilities and Rogers to advise of the receivership and to have 

accounts opened in the Receiver’s name. 
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72. As the Receiver was receiving limited cooperation from Bayshore and Ness Law, 

Chaitons requested from Bayshore’s paralegal the contact information for the 

Condo. Corp.’s board members in order that the Receiver could have a direct 

discussion with them regarding the Development, including the status of claimed 

common area deficiencies and utilities. 

73. On April 8, 2020, Bayshore’s paralegal advised that Chaitons’ email had been 

forwarded to Bayshore’s general manager of condominium operations (the 

“General Manager”), who would be able to answer the Receiver’s questions 

regarding the Condo. Corp.  No communication was received from the General 

Manager and on April 14, 2020, Chaitons followed up again with Bayshore’s 

paralegal, who provided the General Manager’s email address and phone number. 

74. A call with two board members of the Condo. Corp. (the “Board Members”), the 

General Manager, Chaitons and the Receiver was arranged for April 17, 2020.  

During that call, the General Manager advised the Receiver that the costs for 

hydro, water and internet were the responsibility of each unit owner.  The Receiver 

informed the General Manager that while the main water and hydro accounts were 

in the name of Fernwood, the individual units were being sub-metered by Priority 

Submetering Solutions (“Priority”). 

75. The Receiver discussed the utility accounts with the General Manager and the 

Board Members and requested their assistance to have the accounts changed 

over to the name of the Condo. Corp.  The General Manager requested that the 

Receiver send to it and the Board Members copies of the agreements between 
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Fernwood and Rogers regarding internet services (the “Rogers Agreement”), 

and Fernwood and Priority (the “Priority Agreement”).  The Receiver forwarded 

copies of the Rogers Agreement and Priority Agreement on April 17, 2020 and 

April 20, 2020, respectively.   

76. The Receiver requested of the General Manager that it provide a copy of the 

common area deficiency listing submitted by the Condo. Corp. to Tarion and 

drawings of the Development.  To date, this information has not been provided to 

the Receiver by the General Manager. 

77. Based on calls with Priority, Alectra, the City of Barrie and Rogers, the Receiver 

understands that no one from Bayshore or the Condo. Corp. has contacted them.  

The Receiver set up calls with the various utility suppliers to apprise them of the 

current situation and to provide them with the General Manager’s contact 

information.  Since the time of the Receiver’s calls with the various utility suppliers, 

the Receiver has followed up with them and understands the following: 

(a) Rogers contacted Bayshore and is in the process of having the internet 

services agreement between Fernwood and Rogers transferred to the 

Condo. Corp.; 

(b) The City of Barrie called and left a message or messages for the General 

Manager; however, the General Manager did not respond to the City of 

Barrie.  As a result, the City of Barrie has unilaterally changed the main 

account for water into the Condo. Corp.’s name; 
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(c) Alectra’s position is that Bayshore needs to call their customer service 

number to have the account changed over to the Condo. Corp.’s name.  

Since Bayshore and/or the General Manager appear to be unwilling to do 

this, the Receiver has discussed billing for hydro with Priority and is 

arranging for reimbursement of charges paid by the Receiver for hydro 

consumed by Third-Party Units through Priority. 

PROPOSED SALE PROCESS FOR THE PROPERTY 

78. As noted above, Fernwood is the owner of the 26 completed units in the 

Development referred to herein as the Fernwood Owned Units, along with 32 

incomplete residential units in Phase 3 of the Development, which are in various 

stages of construction. 

79. The Appointment Order authorizes the Receiver to market and sell the Property.  

The Receiver, in consultation with MZG as the senior secured creditor, proposes 

the following process to market the Fernwood Owned Units and the incomplete 

Phase 3 residential units for sale (the “Sale Process”): 

(a) Within five (days) following Court approval, the Receiver will contact parties 

it has identified as potentially interested in purchasing the property and 

provide a copy of the marketing brochure attached hereto as Appendix “S”.   

(b) Within seven (7) business days of Court approval, the Receiver will publish 

a notice substantially in the form attached hereto as Appendix “T” 

advertising the opportunity the opportunity in National Post and/or such 
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trade or other publications that the Receiver may deem appropriate or 

advisable, and post the opportunity on its website. 

(c) The Receiver will obtain a non-disclosure agreement from interested parties 

that wish to receive a confidential information memorandum and access the 

data room established for the opportunity. 

(d) The offer deadline for prospective purchasers will be 12:00 noon, Toronto 

time on July 30, 2020, subject to the Receiver, in its discretion, extending 

the date. 

80. Additional aspects of the Sale Process include: 

(a) the Property will be marketed on an “as is where is” basis; 

(b) MZG will have the ability to submit a credit bid offer to the Receiver; 

(c) the Receiver will have the right to reject any and all offers, including the 

highest offer; and 

(d) any transaction will be subject to Court approval.   

RECEIVER’S STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

81. The Receiver’s interim statement of receipts and disbursements for the period 

February 12, 2020 to June 15, 2020 is attached hereto as Appendix “U”.  During 

this period, total receipts were $661,409, while total disbursements were $68,765, 

resulting in a cash surplus of $592,644.   
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82. Included in the receipts is $545,000 representing the Receiver’s borrowings of 

$575,000 from MZG net of an interest reserve of $30,000 held back by MZG to 

service interest costs during the term of the borrowing.  In addition, the Receiver 

collected $111,408 of rent from unit and parking tenants. 

83. Included in disbursements is $21,020 paid for insurance premiums, $20,392 paid 

to Paliare Roland in respect of legal fees, $8,346 paid in respect of HST and PST 

and $6,228 for repairs and maintenance. 

FEES AND DISBURSEMENTS OF THE RECEIVER AND COUNSEL 

84. Pursuant to paragraph 18 of the Appointment Order, the Receiver and its counsel 

are to be paid their reasonable fees and disbursements at their standard rates and 

charges, incurred both before and after the making of the Appointment Order.  

Pursuant to paragraph 19 of the Appointment Order, the Receiver and its counsel 

shall pass their accounts before the Court. 

85. The fees and disbursements of the Receiver for the period February 6, 2020 to 

May 31, 2020 were $98,704.50, plus disbursements of $221.61, plus HST of 

$12,860.39, for a total of $111,786.50.  The time spent by the Receiver is more 

particularly described in the Affidavit of Arif Dhanani sworn June 30, 2020, which 

is attached hereto and marked as Appendix “V” and contains a copy of the 

invoices that set out the services provided during this  period.   

86. The fees of the Receiver’s independent counsel, Paliare Roland, for the period 

March 3, 2020 to May 31, 2020 were $20,615.50, plus disbursements of 2,221.60 

plus HST of $2,960.01, for a total of $25,797.11.  The time spent by Paliare Roland 
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is more particularly described in the Affidavit of Sarita Sanasie, sworn June 30, 

2020, which is attached hereto as Appendix “W” and contains a copy of the 

invoices that set out the services provided during this period. 

87. The Receiver is of the view that the fees and disbursements charged by Paliare 

Roland are fair and reasonable. 

REQUESTS OF THE COURT 

88. Based on the foregoing, the Receiver respectfully requests that the Court grant the 

orders described in paragraph 6(c) above. 

All of which is respectfully submitted to this Court as of this 30th day of June, 2020. 

 

RSM CANADA LIMITED 
In its capacity as Court-appointed Receiver of  
Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation 
and not in its personal capacity 

Per:    

 Arif Dhanani, CPA, CA, CIRP, LIT 
 Vice-President 
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March 16, 2020 

Sent via Email: fernwooddev2020@gmail.com  

Jordan Zukowski 

 

Dear Mr. Zukowski: 

Re:  In the Matter of the Receivership of Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation 
(“Fernwood”) 

Reference is made to your meeting with the Receiver on February 20, 2020 (the “Meeting”) and your 
telephone conversation with Echa Odeh on Thursday, March 12, 2020 (the “Conversation”). 

As you are aware, on February 12, 2020, the Ontario Superior Court of Justice issued an Order (the 
“Appointment Order”) appointing RSM Canada Limited as receiver (the “Receiver”) without 
security, of all of the assets, undertakings and properties of Fernwood.  A copy of the Appointment 
Order has previously been provided to you.  

During the Conversation you mentioned that there were some maintenance issues that you were 
made aware of at the property located at 242-252 Penetanguishene Rd. in Barrie, Ontario (the 
“Property”), including the following: 

 
1. Rubbish strewn all over the Property, which had not been cleaned as of the date of the 

Conversation; 
2. Unit 14, Block 4, has a fire safety issue, the door for the unit has been damaged and the door 

still requires fixing; and  
3. You are continuing to receive phone calls from third parties in regards to property maintenance 

issues. 
 
Additionally, since the Meeting, the Receiver has been made aware of additional assets that were not 
disclosed by you to the Receiver at the Meeting or subsequently, including the following: 
 

1. TD Bank Account No. 5254264; and 
2. 2016 Miska Trailer – Serial No. 2MSUFE52XG1011573 (the “Trailer”). You have advised that 

Fernwood sold the Trailer to you on November 4, 2019 for an amount of $2,200 (HST 
inclusive). 

 
You had indicated during the Conversation that you were new to the Receivership process and as a 
result were not aware that you should be keeping the Receiver apprised of all issues relating to the 
Property and Fernwood. Please note that any information pertaining to the Property, Fernwood, its 
activities and any other property or assets owned by Fernwood (collectively, the “Relevant 
Information”) should be disclosed to the Receiver immediately upon receiving any new information 



Jordan Zukowski 
March 16, 2020 
Page 2 
 
 
 
or as you become aware of the information. Additionally, any of the Relevant Information that you 
have failed or forgotten to disclose to the Receiver since its appointment should be disclosed to the 
Receiver immediately upon receipt of this letter.  

Subsequent to disclosing to the Receiver all the Relevant Information, the Receiver also requests 
that you provide the following information by no later than 5pm, Tuesday, March 17, 2020: 
 

1. Details of any and all maintenance issues at the Property including a full description of each 
maintenance issue, the location of the issue, when you were notified of the issue, who notified 
you of the issue and whether you have commenced any activities to rectify any of these 
issues; 

2. Assurance that you will direct any future phone calls relating to the Property to the Receiver’s 
office and also notify the Receiver immediately of these calls including the name and contact 
number of the person who has contacted you; 

3. Details of any other assets held in the name of Fernwood that may not have been disclosed 
to the Receiver; 

4. Details of any assets sold by Fernwood between February 2019 and the date of this letter 
including the amount of consideration paid for the asset, the date the asset was sold, the 
name and contact information of the buyer and all documentation relating to the sale; 

5. Additional information in relation to the 2016 Miska trailer including proof of payment by you 
to Fernwoood, the mileage on the trailer and the transfer documents. 

 
Please forward the requested information by email to echa.odeh@rsmcanada.com or by courier to 
the following address: 

RSM Canada Limited, Court-Appointed Receiver of  
Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation 
11 King Street West, Suite 700, PO Box 27 
Toronto, ON M5H 4C7  

Attention: Echa Odeh 

Should you have any questions, please contact Echa Odeh of the Receiver’s office at (647) 730-3728 
or echa.odeh@rsmcanada.com. 
 
Yours truly, 
 
RSM CANADA LIMITED, in its capacity as Court-appointed  
Receiver of Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation  
and not in its personal or corporate capacity 

Per:  
Arif Dhanani, CPA, CA, CIRP, LIT 

 Vice President  
 
Encl. 
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PALIARE ROLAND ROSENBERG ROTHSTEIN LLP
155 WELLINGTON STREET WEST 35TH FLOOR   TORONTO  ONTARIO   M5V 3H1  T  416.646.4300

March 23, 2020

Via email: iad@kwlaw.net

Irwin A. Duncan
Duncan, Linton LLP
45 Erb Street East
Waterloo, ON N2J 1L7

Dear Mr. Duncan:

Re: Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation (“Fernwood”)

We have been retained as independent counsel to RSM Canada Limited, the court 
appointed receiver of Fernwood (the “Receiver”).  

In that capacity, we will be advising the Receiver on certain matters in connection 
with the ongoing receivership.  This letter addresses two such matters.

First, the Receiver has asked us to consider and respond to your February 24, 
2020 letter about Fernwood’s claim against MarshallZehr Group (the “Claim”).  In 
our view, there is no need or urgency to deal with the Claim at present, particularly 
given that the courts are closed and time periods are suspended under the Rules 
of Civil Procedure.  Accordingly, the Receiver intends to continue pursuing the 
most significant and pressing matters under its mandate and it will subsequently 
turn its attention to the Claim.

Second on March 16, 2020, Ms. Odeh wrote to Mr. Zukowski to advise him that 
the Receiver had identified two assets that had not been disclosed previously, 
namely a TD Bank Account (No. 5254264) and a 2016 Miska trailer. Ms. Odeh 
requested that Mr. Zukowksi provide information about these two assets, as well 
as information set out in five enumerated paragraphs in Ms. Odeh’s letter.  You 
responded on March 18, 2020 behalf on of Mr. Zukowski but failed to address any 
of the issues raised in Ms. Odeh’s letter.

We ask that Mr. Zukowski please address the issues in Ms. Odeh’s March 16, 
2020 letter, as he is required to do, by no later than March 26, 2020. 

Yours very truly,
PALIARE ROLAND ROSENBERG ROTHSTEIN LLP

Jeffrey Larry

c. B. Tannenbaum/A. Dhanani

Jeffrey Larry
T 416.646.4330 Asst 416.646.7404
F 416.646.4301
E jeff.larry@paliareroland.com

www.paliareroland.com

File 97267

mailto:iad@kwlaw.net
http://www.paliareroland.com/
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PALIARE ROLAND ROSENBERG ROTHSTEIN LLP
155 WELLINGTON STREET WEST 35TH FLOOR   TORONTO  ONTARIO   M5V 3H1  T  416.646.4300

April 6, 2020

Via email: iad@kwlaw.net

Irwin A. Duncan
Duncan, Linton LLP
45 Erb Street East
Waterloo, ON N2J 1L7

Dear Mr. Duncan:

Re: Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation (“Fernwood”)

I refer to your letter of April 1, 2020 and the Reconciliation and Back Up 
documentation provided in the Dropbox link included in the body of your email to 
which your letter was attached.

The Receiver has reviewed the information provided and has a number of follow-
up questions which are set out below. In addition to answering the questions 
below, we ask that Mr. Zukowski provide complete copies of the bank statements 
for TD account no. 5254264 for the period  from the time the account was opened 
to February 29, 2020. 

1. At the end of the Reconciliation, it states that “Funds JZ Received” totaled 
$165,193.32. Please explain this line item and provide a complete 
breakdown of this amount.

2. Modu-Loc –the December 6, 2019 check to Modu-Loc is for $644.10 but the 
October 19, 2018 invoice from Modu-Loc is for the amount of $567.83. 
Please explain why Modu-Loc was paid more than the amount of its invoice. 

3. Duncan Linton - the Reconciliation states there was a January 13, 2020 
draft to Duncan Linton for a “Retainer re Share Sale”. Please provide details 
of this proposed (or actual) share sale.

4. Walter Turrin – provide: (i) further details, backup and proof of payment for 
the $3,300 “reimbursement” made by him; and (ii) particulars about the 
bobcat “gifted” to him including the make, model number, year, number of 
hours used and condition of the bobcat.

5. Jordan Zukowski Expenses (Oct 31/19 and Feb 1/20) - provide backup, 
supporting documents and proof of payment for each of the claimed 
expenses totaling $24,467.24 for October 31, 2019 and $39,458.82 for 
February 1, 2020.  

Jeffrey Larry
T 416.646.4330 Asst 416.646.7404
F 416.646.4301
E jeff.larry@paliareroland.com

www.paliareroland.com

File 97267

mailto:iad@kwlaw.net
http://www.paliareroland.com/
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PALIARE ROLAND ROSENBERG ROTHSTEIN LLP
155 WELLINGTON STREET WEST 35TH FLOOR   TORONTO  ONTARIO   M5V 3H1  T  416.646.4300

6. Management Fees – for each of Jordan Zukowski and Rudi Zukowski, 
provide any management or consulting agreement with Fernwood or any 
other agreement reflecting the entitlement to the monthly management fees 
claimed.  Please confirm whether Jordan and Rudi Zukowski’s 
management fees are accrued on Fernwood’s financial statements and, if 
so, please indicate where such accrual is made.  Finally, please advise why 
HST was not included on the fees paid to Jordan Zukowski.

7. Weiler & Company – The September 29, 2019 statement includes an 
invoice dated October 18, 2019 (ie after the statement date). Please provide 
an explanation.

We ask that the information and answers be provided by no later than April 9, 2020. 
In the meantime, if you or your client has any questions, please let me know.

Yours very truly,
PALIARE ROLAND ROSENBERG ROTHSTEIN LLP

Jeffrey Larry

c. B. Tannenbaum/A. Dhanani

Doc 3276857 v1
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Rental Income Program Fees (pre-HST) for Blocks 1-6 2,040,948.00$      
Plus, HST 265,323.24$         

Sub-Total 2,306,271.24$     
Plus, Keller Williams Settlement Fee (no HST) 1,000,000.00$      

Total Program and Settlement Fees (incl. HST) 3,306,271.24$     
Invoice Amount Invoice #

 Invoices issued from Nationwide Rentsure Canada Corp.  2017-09-15 102,841.50$         170912
 Invoices issued from Nationwide Rentsure Canada Corp.2017-09-15 72,283.22$           170913
 Invoices issued from Nationwide Rentsure Canada Corp.2017-09-28 13,589.43$           917012
 Invoices issued from Nationwide Rentsure Canada Corp.2017-10-27 136,789.66$         1017006
 Invoices issued from Nationwide Rentsure Canada Corp.2018-05-04 403,783.50$         1805004

            Invoices issued from Pensio Property Management        2018-08-27 974,150.40$         1808022
Invoices issued from Ai Guarantee Inc      2016-12-15 314,912.92$         214523
Invoices issued from Ai Guarantee Inc     2017-01-30 287,920.61$         214524

Invoices issued from Nationwide Rentsure Canada Corp 2018-09-01 1,000,000.00$      1809001
Total invoices 3,306,271.24$     

Less, Payments against account:
Tuesday, January 10, 2017 314,912.92-$         

Thursday, February 23, 2017 287,920.61-$         
Monday, June 19, 2017 113,000.00-$         

Friday, September 29, 2017 175,124.72-$         
Monday, November 6, 2017 136,789.66-$         

Friday, May 11, 2018 373,654.00-$         
Payments Sub-Total 1,401,401.91-$      

DUE AND PAYABLE 1,904,869.33$     

Rents collected from tenants by Pensio - June 2017 to April 2018 345,970.00-$         
Rents collected from tenants by Pensio - May 2018 to Feb 2020 1,217,275.00-$      
Less, Rents collected from tenants by Pensio Sub-Total 1,563,245.00-$     
Payments By Nationwide to Fernwood on Oct 02, 2017 5,000.00$             
Payments By Nationwide to Fernwood on Oct 31, 2017 50,000.00$           
Payments By Nationwide to Fernwood on Jun 21, 2017 25,000.00$           
Payments By Nationwide to Fernwood on Jul 25, 2017 3,250.00$             
Payments By Rent Guarantee to Fernwood on Jul 25, 2017 34,615.00$           
Plus, Payments to Fernwood Sub-Total 117,865.00$         

Plus, Property management fee 6% on Rent collected  (Jun 2017-Feb 2020) Inc. HST 105,988.01$         
Utilities paid on behalf of Ferwood 10,085.62$           
September Turnover fee (Cleaning, Painting and Mattress charged) 11,995.00$           
Rogers bill paid on behalf of Ferwood on Sep 27, 2019 5,209.00$             
Rogers bill paid on behalf of Ferwood on Oct 02, 2019 4,679.71$             
Rogers bill paid on behalf of Ferwood on Feb 02, 2020 1,500.00$             
Plus,Payments paid on behalf of Ferwood Sub-Total 33,469.33$           
Less, Credit for Block 1 & 2 Sales adjustment from $449,000 to $399,000 108,480.00-$         
GRAND TOTAL DUE AND PAYABLE 490,466.67$         
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Tuesday, March 24, 2020 at 5:21:44 PM Eastern Daylight Time

Page 1 of 4

Subject: RE: Georgian Towns - School House
Date: Thursday, February 28, 2019 at 2:53:09 PM Eastern Standard Time
From: Murray Snedden
To: John Hamilton
CC: Sean Atkinson, Cecil Hayes, Brandon Keks, kristen@pensiogroup.com, Jim Milankov, Michael

Sheppard, Greg Zehr, David Marshall, Jana Mirt

John,
 
I think we want to proceed on the basis previously discussed and effecUvely have the Project benefit from the
rental income bond.
 
That said, we’ll consider APSs with deposits at the $449K price point as they are presented.
 
Thanks.
 
MarshallZehr

Murray Snedden CPA, CMA, CMC
Chief Financial Officer & Principal Broker
T 519 342 1000 X 232
C 416 996 1778
marshallzehr.com | email
Principal Broker
MarshallZehr Group Inc. | Mortgage Administration #11955 | Mortgage Brokerage #12453
ConfidenAality Note: This transmission (including any a7achments) may contain confiden:al informa:on, privileged material (including material
protected by the solicitor-client or other applicable privileges), or cons:tute non-public informa:on. Any use of this informa:on by anyone other
than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately reply to the sender and delete this
informa:on from your system. Use, dissemina:on, distribu:on, or reproduc:on of this transmission by unintended recipients is not authorized and
may be unlawful.
 
From: j.hamilton <j.hamilton@pensioglobal.com> 
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2019 12:42 PM
To: Murray Snedden <msnedden@marshallzehr.com>
Cc: Sean Atkinson <satkinson@marshallzehr.com>; Cecil Hayes <chayes@marshallzehr.com>;
b.keks@pensioglobal.com; kristen@pensiogroup.com; j.milankov@pensioglobal.com;
m.sheppard@pensioglobal.com; Greg Zehr <gzehr@marshallzehr.com>; David Marshall
<dmarshall@marshallzehr.com>; Jana Mirt <jmirt@marshallzehr.com>
Subject: RE: Georgian Towns - School House
 
Murray
 
I just le` you a voice mail.  There are sales from the investors at 449000.  Do you want us to proceed with
APS.  
 
Please advise
 
 
 
Kind regards,

http://www.marshallzehr.com/
http://www.marshallzehr.com/
mailto:rsathasivam@marshallzehr.com
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John Hamilton | Managing Principal

Pensio Global

m: +1 (647) 640-6606

e: j.hamilton@pensioglobal.com

w: pensiomanagement.ca

The information contained in this e-mail, including attachments, is confidential and may be proprietary or legally privileged information. It
is intended solely for the use of the named addressee. No confidentiality or privilege is waived or lost by any mis-transmission. Copying
or retransmission or use of the e-mail or any information contained herein or attached by any other person is unauthorized. If you are not
the intended recipient, please immediately delete this e-mail and all copies of it from your system, destroy any hard copies and notify us
by returning the e-mail to the originator. You must not, directly or indirectly, use, disclose, distribute, print, or copy any part of this
message if you are not the intended recipient. Any information provided in or with this message are indicative only, subject to change
and does not constitute an offer to purchase or sell
 
-------- Original message --------
From: j.hamilton@pensioglobal.com
Date: 2019-02-27 11:37 AM (GMT-05:00)
To: 'Murray Snedden' <msnedden@marshallzehr.com>
Cc: 'Sean Atkinson' <satkinson@marshallzehr.com>, 'Cecil Hayes' <chayes@marshallzehr.com>,
b.keks@pensioglobal.com, kristen@pensiogroup.com, j.milankov@pensioglobal.com,
m.sheppard@pensioglobal.com, 'Greg Zehr' <gzehr@marshallzehr.com>, 'David Marshall'
<dmarshall@marshallzehr.com>, 'Jana Mirt' <jmirt@marshallzehr.com>
Subject: RE: Georgian Towns - School House
 
Murray
 
I will have the property then removed from the market.  There is an outstanding account that needs to be
paid.  The rents collected have been used under agreement to offset our unpaid fees. 
 
I will have our team as we have in the past provide you with a reconciliaUon and please let us know when we
can expect payment for the balance or conUnue to reduce our unpaid fees.
 
I agree with your assumpUon.  This is the offset to unsaleable units.
 
I am available tomorrow to discuss.
 
John
 
From: Murray Snedden <msnedden@marshallzehr.com> 
Sent: February 27, 2019 11:15 AM
To: j.hamilton@pensioglobal.com
Cc: Sean Atkinson <satkinson@marshallzehr.com>; Cecil Hayes <chayes@marshallzehr.com>;
b.keks@pensioglobal.com; kristen@pensiogroup.com; j.milankov@pensioglobal.com;
m.sheppard@pensioglobal.com; Greg Zehr <gzehr@marshallzehr.com>; David Marshall
<dmarshall@marshallzehr.com>; Jana Mirt <jmirt@marshallzehr.com>
Subject: RE: Georgian Towns - School House
 
John,
 
We have had several discussions in our shop on how to proceed on this file. Here’s what we have decided:

mailto:j.hamilton@pensioglobal.com
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pensiomanagement.ca%2F&data=02%7C01%7Cmsnedden%40marshallzehr.com%7C5b5d83fb36dc479ea60008d69da41874%7C060b9ad28f514fc788c0e7a7f0f69c4b%7C1%7C0%7C636869725449566235&sdata=eiK4vIbOpR%2BPnap3zuB4uJwpJPj5%2FqCbXOW%2FSrGmw2A%3D&reserved=0
mailto:j.hamilton@pensioglobal.com
mailto:msnedden@marshallzehr.com
mailto:satkinson@marshallzehr.com
mailto:chayes@marshallzehr.com
mailto:b.keks@pensioglobal.com
mailto:kristen@pensiogroup.com
mailto:j.milankov@pensioglobal.com
mailto:m.sheppard@pensioglobal.com
mailto:gzehr@marshallzehr.com
mailto:dmarshall@marshallzehr.com
mailto:jmirt@marshallzehr.com
mailto:msnedden@marshallzehr.com
mailto:j.hamilton@pensioglobal.com
mailto:satkinson@marshallzehr.com
mailto:chayes@marshallzehr.com
mailto:b.keks@pensioglobal.com
mailto:kristen@pensiogroup.com
mailto:j.milankov@pensioglobal.com
mailto:m.sheppard@pensioglobal.com
mailto:gzehr@marshallzehr.com
mailto:dmarshall@marshallzehr.com
mailto:jmirt@marshallzehr.com
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We don’t want to conUnually chase the market down and crystalize our lenders losses and as such we
have decided to no longer try and sell these units.
We would rather have our lenders benefit from the insured rental income you are trying to sell to
investors. We will wait unUl a more opportune Ume to sell these units into the market.
Our lenders will have to address the cost to complete the remaining 32 units (block 1 and block 2) and
they will become occupiable shortly.
Rudi will remain as the owner to avoid addiUonal costs unUl such Ume as this no longer makes sense.

 
Our understanding is that the rents collected have been used to offset the costs of the insurance premiums.
We need to work through the accounUng since the outset of the agreements in June 1, 2018 to arrive at a
suitable starUng point.
 
Who should be work with the address the various logisUcs associated with the course of acUon?
 
Thank you.
 
MarshallZehr

Murray Snedden CPA, CMA, CMC
Chief Financial Officer & Principal Broker
T 519 342 1000 X 232
C 416 996 1778
marshallzehr.com | email
Principal Broker
MarshallZehr Group Inc. | Mortgage Administration #11955 | Mortgage Brokerage #12453
ConfidenAality Note: This transmission (including any a7achments) may contain confiden:al informa:on, privileged material (including material
protected by the solicitor-client or other applicable privileges), or cons:tute non-public informa:on. Any use of this informa:on by anyone other
than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately reply to the sender and delete this
informa:on from your system. Use, dissemina:on, distribu:on, or reproduc:on of this transmission by unintended recipients is not authorized and
may be unlawful.
 
From: j.hamilton@pensioglobal.com <j.hamilton@pensioglobal.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2019 7:36 AM
To: Sean Atkinson <satkinson@marshallzehr.com>; Murray Snedden <msnedden@marshallzehr.com>; Cecil
Hayes <chayes@marshallzehr.com>
Cc: 'Brandon Keks' <b.keks@pensioglobal.com>; 'Kristen Young' <kristen@pensiogroup.com>; 'Jim Milankov'
<j.milankov@pensioglobal.com>; 'Michael Sheppard' <m.sheppard@pensioglobal.com>
Subject: Georgian Towns - School House
 
Century 21 had an open house last weekend which had roughly 50 people akend.  They had appointments
booked but could not close any sales.  They have expressed that an issue has been the unit listed on MLS for
389k.  I have told them that this unit does not come with our rental income protecUon program and to make
sure to pass this on to their investors and agents.  They are going to conUnue markeUng the project this week
and are planning a sales event here in Toronto this week.  The issue remains to be historical.  We can get the
people to the site but we cannot overcome historical pricing on units (Keller Williams) and independent sales
being listed at $389,000.   We had sales events on other properUes and had no issue with selling inventory in
the past week.
 
This past week our group have again reached out to investor groups, brokerages, and agents.  Royal Star has

https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.marshallzehr.com%2F&data=02%7C01%7Cmsnedden%40marshallzehr.com%7C5b5d83fb36dc479ea60008d69da41874%7C060b9ad28f514fc788c0e7a7f0f69c4b%7C1%7C0%7C636869725449576240&sdata=ryOmRtIYsj7Oa3fZBDfZpRZg3aXUKDnMHEUYfrU9OmE%3D&reserved=0
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.marshallzehr.com%2F&data=02%7C01%7Cmsnedden%40marshallzehr.com%7C5b5d83fb36dc479ea60008d69da41874%7C060b9ad28f514fc788c0e7a7f0f69c4b%7C1%7C0%7C636869725449576240&sdata=ryOmRtIYsj7Oa3fZBDfZpRZg3aXUKDnMHEUYfrU9OmE%3D&reserved=0
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mailto:j.hamilton@pensioglobal.com
mailto:j.hamilton@pensioglobal.com
mailto:satkinson@marshallzehr.com
mailto:msnedden@marshallzehr.com
mailto:chayes@marshallzehr.com
mailto:b.keks@pensioglobal.com
mailto:kristen@pensiogroup.com
mailto:j.milankov@pensioglobal.com
mailto:m.sheppard@pensioglobal.com
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indicated they would like to relaunch School House and Michael has a  meeUng them again on Monday.
 
I spoke with Terry Hepisch from HOS who has a single buyer, we have been for someUme advising you about. 
I was advised the delay in gemng the offer from the single buyer was health related.  I advised Terry on Friday
that we would accept the offer.  He indicated he would be in a posiUon to discuss the offer a`er Wed, he is
travelling.
 
We have worked hard to promote this property.  We have dealt with criUcal lack of parking, there are only 1
space for each rentable unit in 4.  We have re-organised the actual income to allow for college student
residency (which unlike university student residency) is generally no longer than 1 full year, while university
residency is 2 to 3 years.  We have been able to manage a soluUon that will be introduced for the new blocks
when released.  8 month leases September to May, the balance of term will be put into our unique stay
plaoorm.  We successfully test marketed this last summer and it was indicaUve that it worked to offset
college term residency stay shoroalls not expected when we underwrite this property.
 
The issue is, we can get the people there, but once they go on line they find historical pricing that is $70,000
less than our pricing.  The cash flow restructuring allowed us to give somewhat a more stabilised return.
 
I believe the best approach is to lower the pricing to $399,000 per unit.  Get them sold.  That is price of $389
a foot.  $34 a foot above market.  The financial issues of the site and the developer cannot get in the way of
what is marketable.  Our program can be successful even at $34 a foot above market.   
 
We will of course suggest that you wait to see the outcome of the HOS buyer and the akempt to sell again
this week.
 
Please advise.
 
Kind regards,
 

 
John Hamilton | Managing Principal
Pensio Global

m: +1 (647) 640-6606
e: j.hamilton@pensioglobal.com
w: pensiomanagement.ca

 
The information contained in this e-mail, including attachments, is confidential and may be proprietary or legally privileged information. It
is intended solely for the use of the named addressee. No confidentiality or privilege is waived or lost by any mis-transmission. Copying
or retransmission or use of the e-mail or any information contained herein or attached by any other person is unauthorized. If you are not
the intended recipient, please immediately delete this e-mail and all copies of it from your system, destroy any hard copies and notify us
by returning the e-mail to the originator. You must not, directly or indirectly, use, disclose, distribute, print, or copy any part of this
message if you are not the intended recipient. Any information provided in or with this message are indicative only, subject to change
and does not constitute an offer to purchase or sell.
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From:                                             Brandon Keks
Sent:                                               Wednesday, April 15, 2020 2:04 PM
To:                                                  Dhanani, Arif
Cc:                                                   Tannenbaum, Bryan; Mohnish Aggerwal; Jeff.Larry@paliareroland.com
Subject:                                         Re: April Rent
A�achments:                               Pensio Fernwood Deposit Reconcillia�on and Offset 20200414.xlsx

 
Hi Arif,
 
The review of our accounting and agreements has been completed. Please see the attached reconciliation for Fernwood
units including up-to-date tenant deposit information. 
 
Pensio has forwarded any April rents inadvertently sent by tenants to Pensio on to the Receiver and as such, Pensio is
not holding any funds received since the termination of the Pensio Property Management Agreement by the Receiver.
 
As of the date of the reconciliation, Pensio was owed $490,466.67 which includes $339,132.34 in program fee in addition
to $151,334.33 in carrying costs and other advances, including advances for Rogers bills, other utilities, turnover fees,
loans and other payments (see further below and attached). Pensio has applied the $33,545 in rental deposits for
Fernwood units against the amount owed, pursuant to the agreement and section 11 of the LOA which states that the
Guarantor has the right of set off against rent payable by the Guarantor to the purchaser any and all amounts owing by
the Purchaser to the Guarantor or with respect to the Unit from time to time.  After offset of deposits, the total amount still
owing is $456,921.67.
 
In addition to the above, I note that the March Property Management invoice of $3,286.94 is also past due.
 
 

Amount Owed to Pensio EXCLUSIVE of Program Fees
$                                                  
151,334.33

Fernwood Unit Deposits Held by Pensio
$                                                     
33,545.00

Offset amount owed not including program fees
$                                                  
117,789.33

Amount Owed to Pensio INCLUSIVE of Program Fees
$                                                  
490,466.67

Fernwood Unit Deposits Held by Pensio
$                                                     
33,545.00

Offset amount owed including Program fees
$                                                  
456,921.67

Payments By Na�onwide to Fernwood on Oct 02, 2017
$                                                        
5,000.00

Payments By Na�onwide to Fernwood on Oct 31, 2017
$                                                     
50,000.00

Payments By Na�onwide to Fernwood on Jun 21, 2017
$                                                     
25,000.00

Payments By Na�onwide to Fernwood on Jul 25, 2017
$                                                        
3,250.00

Payments By Rent Guarantee to Fernwood on Jul 25, 2017
$
                                                     34,615.00

 Payments to Fernwood Sub-Total
 $                                                  
117,865.00

U�li�es paid on behalf of Fernwood
$                                                     
10,085.62

September Turnover fee (Cleaning, Pain�ng and Ma�ress charged)
 $                                                     
11,995.00

Rogers bill paid on behalf of Fernwood on Sep 27, 2019
$                                                    
    5,209.00

Rogers bill paid on behalf of Fernwood on Oct 02, 2019
$                                                        
4,679.71

Rogers bill paid on behalf of Fernwood on Feb 02, 2020
$                                                        
1,500.00

Addi�onal Payments paid on behalf of Fernwood Sub-Total
$                                                     
33,469.33

Total
$                                                  

151,334.33
 
 
 
 
 
Kind regards,

mailto:b.keks@pensioglobal.com
mailto:arif.dhanani@rsmcanada.com
mailto:bryan.tannenbaum@rsmcanada.com
mailto:maggerwal@subhkin.com
mailto:Jeff.Larry@paliareroland.com


Brandon Keks | CEO
Pensio Global

m: +1 (416) 843-9010
e: b.keks@pensioglobal.com
w: pensiomanagement.ca
w: pensiopower.com

The information contained in this e-mail, including attachments, is confidential and may be proprietary or legally privileged information. It is intended solely for the use
of the named addressee. No confidentiality or privilege is waived or lost by any mis-transmission. Copying or retransmission or use of the e-mail or any information
contained herein or attached by any other person is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately delete this e-mail and all copies of it from
your system, destroy any hard copies and notify us by returning the e-mail to the originator. You must not, directly or indirectly, use, disclose, distribute, print, or copy
any part of this message if you are not the intended recipient. Any information provided in or with this message are indicative only, subject to change and does not
constitute an offer to purchase or sell.
 
 
From: "Dhanani, Arif" <arif.dhanani@rsmcanada.com>

 Date: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 at 10:06 AM
 To: Brandon Keks <b.keks@pensioglobal.com>

 Cc: "Tannenbaum, Bryan" <bryan.tannenbaum@rsmcanada.com>, Mohnish Aggerwal <maggerwal@subhkin.com>,
"Jeff.Larry@paliareroland.com" <Jeff.Larry@paliareroland.com>

 Subject: RE: April Rent
 
Good Morning Brandon,
 
I am writing further to your message below of April 7, 2020.  I confirm that I have not received any reconciliation from Pensio, nor
have any of the deposits held by Pensio been sent to the Receiver.
 
Can you please provide us with an update?
 
Regards,
 
Arif
 
Arif Dhanani
Vice President
 
RSM Canada Limited

 11 King St. W., Suite 700, Box 27, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M5H 4C7
 D: 647.725.0183 F: 416.480.2646 I E: arif.dhanani@rsmcanada.com I W: www.rsmcanada.com

    
 
 

COVID-19 – instruc�ons for submi�ng client records:
 
In response to na�onal, provincial and local COVID-19 guidance, RSM employees are working remotely and we are limi�ng access to
our offices un�l further no�ce to protect the health and safety of our clients, employees and communi�es. We strongly encourage
you to submit your records electronically, if possible. If you are unable to do so, essen�al services staff are available at the office to
receive deliveries of client records by courier.  If you need to drop off records in-person, please call our office at +1.416.480.0160 to
ensure someone will be available to receive you.
 
RSM can help you stay informed with the latest insights, ideas and countermeasures to minimize the nega�ve effects related to
COVID-19, as well as prepare for future emergency events at our COVID-19 Resource Centre.
 
From: Brandon Keks <b.keks@pensioglobal.com> 

 Sent: Tuesday, April 7, 2020 4:14 PM
 To: Dhanani, Arif <arif.dhanani@rsmcanada.com>

 Cc: Tannenbaum, Bryan <bryan.tannenbaum@rsmcanada.com>; Mohnish Aggerwal <maggerwal@subhkin.com>;
Jeff.Larry@paliareroland.com

 Subject: Re: April Rent
 
Hi Arif,
 
We should have the accounting completed tomorrow.  In addition to working remote, I also now have staff that are self-
isolating due to illness.
 
I can confirm though that all April rents have been returned to the few tenants that paid Pensio inadvertently. To be clear,
we are not holding any April rents.
 
 
Kind regards,

Brandon Keks | CEO
Pensio Global

mailto:b.keks@pensioglobal.com
https://www.pensiomanagement.ca/
https://www.pensiopower.com/
mailto:arif.dhanani@rsmcanada.com
mailto:b.keks@pensioglobal.com
mailto:bryan.tannenbaum@rsmcanada.com
mailto:maggerwal@subhkin.com
mailto:Jeff.Larry@paliareroland.com
mailto:Jeff.Larry@paliareroland.com
mailto:arif.dhanani@rsmcanada.com
http://www.rsmcanada.com/
http://rsmcanada.com/facebook
http://rsmcanada.com/twitter
http://rsmcanada.com/linkedin
https://rsmcanada.com/our-insights/coronavirus-resource-center.html
mailto:b.keks@pensioglobal.com
mailto:arif.dhanani@rsmcanada.com
mailto:bryan.tannenbaum@rsmcanada.com
mailto:maggerwal@subhkin.com
mailto:Jeff.Larry@paliareroland.com


m: +1 (416) 843-9010
e: b.keks@pensioglobal.com
w: pensiomanagement.ca
w: pensiopower.com

The information contained in this e-mail, including attachments, is confidential and may be proprietary or legally privileged information. It is intended solely for the use
of the named addressee. No confidentiality or privilege is waived or lost by any mis-transmission. Copying or retransmission or use of the e-mail or any information
contained herein or attached by any other person is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately delete this e-mail and all copies of it from
your system, destroy any hard copies and notify us by returning the e-mail to the originator. You must not, directly or indirectly, use, disclose, distribute, print, or copy
any part of this message if you are not the intended recipient. Any information provided in or with this message are indicative only, subject to change and does not
constitute an offer to purchase or sell.
 
 
From: "Dhanani, Arif" <arif.dhanani@rsmcanada.com>

 Date: Monday, April 6, 2020 at 9:48 AM
 To: Brandon Keks <b.keks@pensioglobal.com>

 Cc: "Tannenbaum, Bryan" <bryan.tannenbaum@rsmcanada.com>, Mohnish Aggerwal <maggerwal@subhkin.com>,
"Jeff.Larry@paliareroland.com" <Jeff.Larry@paliareroland.com>

 Subject: RE: April Rent
 
Brandon,
 
No, I have not made the property management fee payment.  I advised you last week that I want the accounting and remittance of
the deposits for last months’ rent from Pensio.  I further advised that it is pointless for the Receiver to pay Pensio approximately
$3,000 when Pensio is holding in excess of $50,000 and now April rents that need to be remitted to the Receiver.  I’m not sure why
this doesn’t make sense to you.
 
When will I have the accounting and remittance for the deposits and any April rents collected by Pensio?
 
Regards,
 
Arif
 
Arif Dhanani
Vice President
 
RSM Canada Limited

 11 King St. W., Suite 700, Box 27, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M5H 4C7
 D: 647.725.0183 F: 416.480.2646 I E: arif.dhanani@rsmcanada.com I W: www.rsmcanada.com

    
 
 

COVID-19 – instruc�ons for submi�ng client records:
 
In response to na�onal, provincial and local COVID-19 guidance, RSM employees are working remotely and we are limi�ng access to
our offices un�l further no�ce to protect the health and safety of our clients, employees and communi�es. We strongly encourage
you to submit your records electronically, if possible. If you are unable to do so, essen�al services staff are available at the office to
receive deliveries of client records by courier.  If you need to drop off records in-person, please call our office at +1.416.480.0160 to
ensure someone will be available to receive you.
 
RSM can help you stay informed with the latest insights, ideas and countermeasures to minimize the nega�ve effects related to
COVID-19, as well as prepare for future emergency events at our COVID-19 Resource Centre.
 

From: Brandon Keks <b.keks@pensioglobal.com> 
 Sent: Monday, April 6, 2020 9:42 AM

 To: Dhanani, Arif <arif.dhanani@rsmcanada.com>
 Cc: Tannenbaum, Bryan <bryan.tannenbaum@rsmcanada.com>; Mohnish Aggerwal <maggerwal@subhkin.com>;

Jeff.Larry@paliareroland.com
 Subject: Re: April Rent

 
I wasn’t aware of this. Looks like an auto generated no�ce that was not turned off in Yardi. I will make sure this ceases immediately.
 All tenants have previously been no�fied of end of their management by Pensio and the new pm contact and that any April rents
paid have been returned. 
 
Have you made the March pm payment yet?

Kind regards,

Brandon Keks | CEO
Pensio Global

m: +1 (416) 843-9010
e: b.keks@pensioglobal.com
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w: pensiomanagement.ca
w: pensiopower.com

The information contained in this e-mail, including attachments, is confidential and may be proprietary or legally privileged information. It is intended solely for the use
of the named addressee. No confidentiality or privilege is waived or lost by any mis-transmission. Copying or retransmission or use of the e-mail or any information
contained herein or attached by any other person is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately delete this e-mail and all copies of it from
your system, destroy any hard copies and notify us by returning the e-mail to the originator. You must not, directly or indirectly, use, disclose, distribute, print, or copy
any part of this message if you are not the intended recipient. Any information provided in or with this message are indicative only, subject to change and does not
constitute an offer to purchase or sell.
 
 

On Apr 6, 2020, at 9:38 AM, Dhanani, Arif <arif.dhanani@rsmcanada.com> wrote:

Brandon,
 
I understand that Pensio continues to send emails to tenants in Fernwood owned units and that many of them have
paid April rent to Pensio.  An example of one of these emails is set out below.  We request that Pensio discontinue
sending emails to the tenants in the Fernwood owned units as it has no right to do so.  The Receiver will require an
accounting and reconciliation of same and turnover of those funds to the Receiver by Pensio.  Please advise when this
will be done.
 
<image005.jpg>
 
 
Thanks,
 
Arif
 
Arif Dhanani
Vice President
 
RSM Canada Limited

 11 King St. W., Suite 700, Box 27, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M5H 4C7
 D: 647.725.0183 F: 416.480.2646 I E: arif.dhanani@rsmcanada.com I W: www.rsmcanada.com
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COVID-19 – instruc�ons for submi�ng client records:
 
In response to na�onal, provincial and local COVID-19 guidance, RSM employees are working remotely and we are
limi�ng access to our offices un�l further no�ce to protect the health and safety of our clients, employees and
communi�es. We strongly encourage you to submit your records electronically, if possible. If you are unable to do so,
essen�al services staff are available at the office to receive deliveries of client records by courier.  If you need to drop
off records in-person, please call our office at +1.416.480.0160 to ensure someone will be available to receive you.
 
RSM can help you stay informed with the latest insights, ideas and countermeasures to minimize the nega�ve effects
related to COVID-19, as well as prepare for future emergency events at our COVID-19 Resource Centre.
 
 
 

NOTICE: This e-mail is only intended for the person(s) to whom it is addressed and may contain con�idential information. Unless stated to the contrary, any
opinions or comments are personal to the writer and do not represent the of�icial view of RSM Canada LLP, RSM Canada Consulting LP or any of their
af�iliates (RSM Canada). If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify us immediately by reply e-mail and then delete this message from your
system. Please do not copy it or use it for any purposes, or disclose its contents to any other person. Thank you for your cooperation.

  
Any advice or information in the body of this email is subject to, and limited by, the terms in the applicable engagement letter or statement of work,
including provisions regarding tax advice. RSM Canada is not responsible for, and no person should rely upon, any advice or information in the body of this
email unless such advice or information relates to services contemplated by an engagement letter or statement of work in effect between such person and
RSM Canada.
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PALIARE ROLAND ROSENBERG ROTHSTEIN LLP
155 WELLINGTON STREET WEST 35TH FLOOR   TORONTO  ONTARIO   M5V 3H1  T  416.646.4300

April 28, 2020

Via email

Brandon Keks
Chief Executive Officer
Pensio Global 

Dear Mr. Keks:

Re: Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation (“Fernwood”)

We are independent counsel to RSM Canada Limited, the court appointed receiver 
of Fernwood (the “Receiver”).  

We have reviewed with the Receiver your April 15, 2020 email to Arif Dhanani and 
the enclosed reconciliation.

Without commenting at this time on the validity of any of the other claims or figures 
in your email and reconciliation, we advise that Pensio had no right to set-off the 
$33,545 of rental deposits (the “Deposits”) that it received on behalf of Fernwood.

Pensio received the Deposits in trust for Fernwood.  Accordingly, Pensio had no 
right to apply a set-off in the circumstances, notwithstanding any purported right to 
set off in any agreement between Fernwood and Pensio.

The set-off is also precluded by the express terms of the initial receivership order 
made February 12, 2020 (the “Initial Order”) which provides at paragraph 10 that 
all rights or remedies against Fernwood’s “Property” are stayed and suspended.  
The Deposits are clearly Property within the broad definition set out in paragraph 
2 of the Initial Order. I enclose a copy of the Initial Order for your reference. 

We ask that you immediately remit to the Receiver the amount of the Deposits, 
less the $3,286.94 that Pensio is owed for property management for March 2020.  

Jeffrey Larry
T 416.646.4330 Asst 416.646.7404
F 416.646.4301
E jeff.larry@paliareroland.com

www.paliareroland.com

File 97267

http://www.paliareroland.com/
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PALIARE ROLAND ROSENBERG ROTHSTEIN LLP
155 WELLINGTON STREET WEST 35TH FLOOR   TORONTO  ONTARIO   M5V 3H1  T  416.646.4300

Finally, I am copying Judy Hamilton who I understand is your counsel. Should you 
or Ms. Hamilton have any questions, do not hesitate to reach out to me or the 
Receiver. 

Yours very truly,
PALIARE ROLAND ROSENBERG ROTHSTEIN LLP

Jeffrey Larry

c. J. Hamilton
    B. Tannenbaum/A. Dhanani

Doc 3301422 v1
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Dhanani, Arif

From: Brandon Keks <b.keks@pensioglobal.com>

Sent: Monday, May 25, 2020 2:34 PM

To: Jeff.Larry@paliareroland.com; JH@friedmans.ca

Cc: Dhanani, Arif; Tannenbaum, Bryan

Subject: Re: Fernwood

Attachments: Fernwood Units Rent Deposit Report RSM 13052020.xlsx

Hi Jeff, 
  
Attached is our updated reconciliation of the Fernwood units Last Months Rents (LMR) based on the e-files 
held in our possession. 
  
We had issues completing the review as complete tenant files were left on-site in a locked cabinet when the 
property was turned over to the Receivers property manager. We have not had access, and have been 
advised the files are missing or unavailable. 
  
Based on the attached, the below amount of LMR will be forwarded to RSM, notwithstanding the conflict issue 
between RSM and the secured creditor (Marshall Zehr) taking on the liability to pay our fees, which are still 
outstanding in the approx. amount of $448,847. 
 
  

Rent Deposit Held by Pensio $33,595.00 
Offset Default Rent $925.00 

Rent Deposit Due After Offset 
Default Rent 

$32,670.00 

    

PM fees owed to Pensio $3,286.94 

LMR To be sent to Receiver $29,383.06 
  
  
 
We still require our legal counsel to review, but Pensio will transfer the balance LMR amount to their trust 
account, and then counsel will forward to RSM under separate cover. 
 
 
 
Kind regards, 

Brandon Keks | CEO 
Pensio Global 

m: +1 (416) 843-9010 

e: b.keks@pensioglobal.com 

w: pensiomanagement.ca 

w: pensiopower.com 

The information contained in this e-mail, including attachments, is confidential and may be proprietary or legally privileged information. It is intended 
solely for the use of the named addressee. No confidentiality or privilege is waived or lost by any mis-transmission. Copying or retransmission or use of 
the e-mail or any information contained herein or attached by any other person is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately 
delete this e-mail and all copies of it from your system, destroy any hard copies and notify us by returning the e-mail to the originator. You must not, 
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directly or indirectly, use, disclose, distribute, print, or copy any part of this message if you are not the intended recipient. Any information provided in or 
with this message are indicative only, subject to change and does not constitute an offer to purchase or sell. 

 
 

From: "Jeff.Larry@paliareroland.com" <Jeff.Larry@paliareroland.com> 
Date: Wednesday, May 13, 2020 at 2:51 PM 
To: Brandon Keks <b.keks@pensioglobal.com>, "JH@friedmans.ca" <JH@friedmans.ca> 
Cc: "arif.dhanani@rsmcanada.com" <arif.dhanani@rsmcanada.com>, "Bryan.Tannenbaum@rsmcanada.com" 
<Bryan.Tannenbaum@rsmcanada.com> 
Subject: FW: Fernwood 
 
Brandon 
  
Can I please hear from you promptly on my letter (attached again for your reference). 
  
  
  

From: Jeff Larry  
Sent: April 28, 2020 3:51 PM 
To: 'b.keks@pensioglobal.com' <b.keks@pensioglobal.com> 
Cc: 'Judy Hamilton' <JH@friedmans.ca>; Bryan A. Tannenbaum (Bryan.Tannenbaum@rsmcanada.com) 
<Bryan.Tannenbaum@rsmcanada.com>; 'Dhanani, Arif' <arif.dhanani@rsmcanada.com> 
Subject: Fernwood 
  
Please see attached. 
  
  
  
Jeffrey Larry, LL.B, MBA 
Paliare Roland Rosenberg Rothstein LLP 
155 Wellington Street West, 35th Floor 
Toronto, ON M5V 3H1 
t: 416.646.4330 
f: 416.646.4301 
c: 416 553 2789 
e: jeff.larry@paliareroland.com 
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Dhanani, Arif

From: Sam P. Rappos <samr@chaitons.com>

Sent: Tuesday, June 16, 2020 8:56 PM

To: Lisa Gazzola

Cc: Elizabeth Pillon (lpillon@stikeman.com); Dhanani, Arif

Subject: Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation

Attachments: RE In the Matter of the Court-appointed Receivership of Fernwood Developments 

(Ontario) Corporation; DOCS-#4699230-v1-

MZ_Fernwood_-_Receivership_Order_dated_February_12__2020.PDF

Importance: High

Lisa, 
 
We write to you further to our exchange of correspondence earlier this year.  As you may recall, we represent RSM 
Canada Limited in its capacity as Court-appointed Receiver over the property, assets and undertaking of Fernwood.   
 
We understand that SV Law acted as real estate counsel for Fernwood with respect to the sale of 36 condominium units 
to third parties.  As you know, the attached Receivership Order requires you to disclose and produce books and records in 
your possession related to Fernwood’s business or affairs, unless the books and records are subject to “the privilege 
attaching to solicitor-client communication”. 
 
In an email dated March 18, 2020, we requested that SV Law produce “copies of all documentation in relation to all units 
sold by Fernwood, and documentation in relation to the security provided to Tarion Warranty Corporation.”  You 
responded that solicitor-client privilege was not being waived by Fernwood.  Copies of that correspondence is attached.   
 
At the request of Ms. Pillon, we have taken all possible steps to obtain the information and documentation sought by the 
Receiver from Fernwood and its bookkeeper, along with MarshallZehr as mortgagee.  We are unaware of any other 
parties that have access to the documentation and information set out below, and thus we are renewing our request for 
delivery.  If the response is still that Fernwood objects to SV Law producing the documentation and information, we will 
have to request that SV Law be compelled by Court order to produce the documentation and information, and the motion 
will be brought on notice to counsel to Fernwood and the Zukowskis. 
 
The documentation and information that the Receiver requests from SV Law is as follows: 
 

 Copies of agreements of purchase and sale for the following 27 legal units: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 
18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 32, 67, 79, and 80.   
 

 Copies of the trust ledger and statement of adjustments for legal unit 80 (Unit #1 in Block 4, 252 
Penetanguishene)  
 

 The role of SV Law regarding purchaser deposits.  We have not seen any escrow agreement entered into by 
Fernwood and SV Law regarding purchaser deposits.  We understand that on at least 7 occasions, the 
purchaser’s deposit was not delivered to SV Law but was provided to Fernwood directly.  In another occasion, 
only $2,000 of a deposit was paid to SV Law and the remainder was paid to Fernwood.   
 

 How HST was dealt with on the sale of the 36 units.  We understand that the 36 units were sold to parties that 
were purchasing units as investments, such that HST was chargeable.  However, based on the information 
available to the Receiver, there appears to have been inconsistencies in how HST was dealt with. For example: (i) 
the trust ledger for the sale of legal unit 28 (242 Penetanguishene, Unit 13) does not account for HST collected on 
the sale transaction; (ii) on the sale of legal unit 23 (242 Penetanguishene, Unit 2), it appears from the trust ledger 
that the HST component was paid to Fernwood; and (iii) on the sale of legal unit 29 (242 Penetanguishene, Unit 
12) it appears that HST for several units was paid directly to CRA pursuant to a requirement to pay for which we 
have no details. 
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 Copies of statements of adjustments and trust ledgers for the following legal units, as the copies the Receiver has 
obtained are cut-off or aren’t legible: legal units 9, 12, 67, 70, 74, 75, 76, 79, 80 (we have no documents for this 
unit), 82, 83, 84, 85, and 86. 
 

 Details regarding the wires from SV Law for the sale of each of the 36 units, so that the Receiver can confirm 
which party received the net sale proceeds and what account the amounts were transferred to. 
 

 Details and documentation regarding Fernwood’s registration with Tarion, including the following: 
 

 Builder agreement; 
 Indemnity agreement; 
 Bond agreement (with Westmount Guarantee or other surety); 
 Documentation from Tarion related to the requirement for security (this may be by Phase or for the 

entire development); 
 Proof that security was furnished and any documentation from Tarion acknowledging same; 
 All / any documentation from Tarion regarding the return of security; 
 Confirmation whether there was any excess deposit insurance facility 
 Fernwood’s access credentials to the Tarion portal or a listing of common area deficiencies reported 

by the Condo Board to Tarion 
 

We will be forwarding a copy of this email to counsel to Fernwood and the Zukowskis and will be asking whether they 
oppose the disclosure that is being sought.   
 
Thank you, 
Sam 
 
 

  

 

Sam P. Rappos | Partner 
T: 416.218.1137 E: samr@chaitons.com 
5000 Yonge St, 10th Floor, Toronto, ON, M2N 7E9 
chaitons.com 

 
 
Note: This e-mail may be privileged and/or confidential, and the sender does not waive any related rights and obligations. Any 
distribution, use or copying of this e-mail or the information it contains by other than an intended recipient is unauthorized. If you 
received this e-mail in error, please advise me (by return e-mail or otherwise) immediately. 

Ce courrier électronique est confidentiel et protégé. L'expéditeur ne renonce pas aux droits et obligations qui s'y rapportent. Toute 
diffusion, utilisation ou copie de ce message ou des renseignements qu'il contient par une personne autre que le (les) destinataire(s) 
désigné(s) est interdite. Si vous recevez ce courrier électronique par erreur, veuillez m'en aviser immédiatement, par retour de courrier 
électronique ou par un autre moyen.  

 

Please consider the environment before printing this email 

 
 

NOTICE: This e-mail is only intended for the person(s) to whom it is addressed and may contain confidential information. Unless stated to the contrary, any 
opinions or comments are personal to the writer and do not represent the official view of RSM Canada LLP, RSM Canada Consulting LP or any of their affiliates 

(RSM Canada). If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify us immediately by reply e-mail and then delete this message from your system. Please do 
not copy it or use it for any purposes, or disclose its contents to any other person. Thank you for your cooperation. 
 

Any advice or information in the body of this email is subject to, and limited by, the terms in the applicable engagement letter or statement of work, including 
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provisions regarding tax advice. RSM Canada is not responsible for, and no person should rely upon, any advice or information in the body of this email unless 
such advice or information relates to services contemplated by an engagement letter or statement of work in effect between such person and RSM Canada. 

  

 

Sam P. Rappos | Partner 
T: 416.218.1137 E: samr@chaitons.com 
5000 Yonge St, 10th Floor, Toronto, ON, M2N 7E9 
chaitons.com 

 
 
Note: This e-mail may be privileged and/or confidential, and the sender does not waive any related rights and obligations. Any 
distribution, use or copying of this e-mail or the information it contains by other than an intended recipient is unauthorized. If you 
received this e-mail in error, please advise me (by return e-mail or otherwise) immediately. 

Ce courrier électronique est confidentiel et protégé. L'expéditeur ne renonce pas aux droits et obligations qui s'y rapportent. Toute 
diffusion, utilisation ou copie de ce message ou des renseignements qu'il contient par une personne autre que le (les) destinataire(s) 
désigné(s) est interdite. Si vous recevez ce courrier électronique par erreur, veuillez m'en aviser immédiatement, par retour de courrier 
électronique ou par un autre moyen.  

 

Please consider the environment before printing this email 
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Dhanani, Arif

From: Sam P. Rappos <samr@chaitons.com>

Sent: Tuesday, June 16, 2020 8:59 PM

To: Irwin A. Duncan

Cc: Theressa Burbank; Dhanani, Arif

Subject: FW: Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation

Attachments: RE In the Matter of the Court-appointed Receivership of Fernwood Developments 

(Ontario) Corporation; DOCS-#4699230-v1-

MZ_Fernwood_-_Receivership_Order_dated_February_12__2020.PDF

Importance: High

Irwin, 
 
Enclosed below is an email sent to SV Law.  The Receiver has requested that SV Law provide the documents and 
information described below in accordance with paragraph 5 of the Receivership Order.  Please confirm whether 
Fernwood and/or the Zukowskis have any issue with SV Law providing the requested information and documents.  If they 
do, the Receiver will be bringing a motion to compel the production, as in our view, the requested documentation and 
information is not covered by solicitor-client communication privilege. 
 
Regards, 
Sam 
 
 
  

 

Sam P. Rappos | Partner 
Chaitons LLP | T: 416.218.1137 

 

  

  

From: Sam P. Rappos  
Sent: Tuesday, June 16, 2020 8:56 PM 
To: Lisa Gazzola <lgazzola@svlaw.ca> 
Cc: Elizabeth Pillon (lpillon@stikeman.com) <lpillon@stikeman.com>; Arif Dhanani <arif.dhanani@rsmcanada.com> 
Subject: Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation 
Importance: High 
 
Lisa, 
 
We write to you further to our exchange of correspondence earlier this year.  As you may recall, we represent RSM 
Canada Limited in its capacity as Court-appointed Receiver over the property, assets and undertaking of Fernwood.   
 
We understand that SV Law acted as real estate counsel for Fernwood with respect to the sale of 36 condominium units 
to third parties.  As you know, the attached Receivership Order requires you to disclose and produce books and records in 
your possession related to Fernwood’s business or affairs, unless the books and records are subject to “the privilege 
attaching to solicitor-client communication”. 
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In an email dated March 18, 2020, we requested that SV Law produce “copies of all documentation in relation to all units 
sold by Fernwood, and documentation in relation to the security provided to Tarion Warranty Corporation.”  You 
responded that solicitor-client privilege was not being waived by Fernwood.  Copies of that correspondence is attached.   
 
At the request of Ms. Pillon, we have taken all possible steps to obtain the information and documentation sought by the 
Receiver from Fernwood and its bookkeeper, along with MarshallZehr as mortgagee.  We are unaware of any other 
parties that have access to the documentation and information set out below, and thus we are renewing our request for 
delivery.  If the response is still that Fernwood objects to SV Law producing the documentation and information, we will 
have to request that SV Law be compelled by Court order to produce the documentation and information, and the motion 
will be brought on notice to counsel to Fernwood and the Zukowskis. 
 
The documentation and information that the Receiver requests from SV Law is as follows: 
 

 Copies of agreements of purchase and sale for the following 27 legal units: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 
18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 32, 67, 79, and 80.   
 

 Copies of the trust ledger and statement of adjustments for legal unit 80 (Unit #1 in Block 4, 252 
Penetanguishene)  
 

 The role of SV Law regarding purchaser deposits.  We have not seen any escrow agreement entered into by 
Fernwood and SV Law regarding purchaser deposits.  We understand that on at least 7 occasions, the 
purchaser’s deposit was not delivered to SV Law but was provided to Fernwood directly.  In another occasion, 
only $2,000 of a deposit was paid to SV Law and the remainder was paid to Fernwood.   
 

 How HST was dealt with on the sale of the 36 units.  We understand that the 36 units were sold to parties that 
were purchasing units as investments, such that HST was chargeable.  However, based on the information 
available to the Receiver, there appears to have been inconsistencies in how HST was dealt with. For example: (i) 
the trust ledger for the sale of legal unit 28 (242 Penetanguishene, Unit 13) does not account for HST collected on 
the sale transaction; (ii) on the sale of legal unit 23 (242 Penetanguishene, Unit 2), it appears from the trust ledger 
that the HST component was paid to Fernwood; and (iii) on the sale of legal unit 29 (242 Penetanguishene, Unit 
12) it appears that HST for several units was paid directly to CRA pursuant to a requirement to pay for which we 
have no details. 
 

 Copies of statements of adjustments and trust ledgers for the following legal units, as the copies the Receiver has 
obtained are cut-off or aren’t legible: legal units 9, 12, 67, 70, 74, 75, 76, 79, 80 (we have no documents for this 
unit), 82, 83, 84, 85, and 86. 
 

 Details regarding the wires from SV Law for the sale of each of the 36 units, so that the Receiver can confirm 
which party received the net sale proceeds and what account the amounts were transferred to. 
 

 Details and documentation regarding Fernwood’s registration with Tarion, including the following: 
 

 Builder agreement; 
 Indemnity agreement; 
 Bond agreement (with Westmount Guarantee or other surety); 
 Documentation from Tarion related to the requirement for security (this may be by Phase or for the 

entire development); 
 Proof that security was furnished and any documentation from Tarion acknowledging same; 
 All / any documentation from Tarion regarding the return of security; 
 Confirmation whether there was any excess deposit insurance facility 
 Fernwood’s access credentials to the Tarion portal or a listing of common area deficiencies reported 

by the Condo Board to Tarion 
 

We will be forwarding a copy of this email to counsel to Fernwood and the Zukowskis and will be asking whether they 
oppose the disclosure that is being sought.   
 
Thank you, 
Sam 
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Sam P. Rappos | Partner 
T: 416.218.1137 E: samr@chaitons.com 
5000 Yonge St, 10th Floor, Toronto, ON, M2N 7E9 
chaitons.com 

 
 
Note: This e-mail may be privileged and/or confidential, and the sender does not waive any related rights and obligations. Any 
distribution, use or copying of this e-mail or the information it contains by other than an intended recipient is unauthorized. If you 
received this e-mail in error, please advise me (by return e-mail or otherwise) immediately. 

Ce courrier électronique est confidentiel et protégé. L'expéditeur ne renonce pas aux droits et obligations qui s'y rapportent. Toute 
diffusion, utilisation ou copie de ce message ou des renseignements qu'il contient par une personne autre que le (les) destinataire(s) 
désigné(s) est interdite. Si vous recevez ce courrier électronique par erreur, veuillez m'en aviser immédiatement, par retour de courrier 
électronique ou par un autre moyen.  

 

Please consider the environment before printing this email 

 
 

NOTICE: This e-mail is only intended for the person(s) to whom it is addressed and may contain confidential information. Unless stated to the contrary, any 
opinions or comments are personal to the writer and do not represent the official view of RSM Canada LLP, RSM Canada Consulting LP or any of their affiliates 

(RSM Canada). If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify us immediately by reply e-mail and then delete this message from your system. Please do 
not copy it or use it for any purposes, or disclose its contents to any other person. Thank you for your cooperation. 
 

Any advice or information in the body of this email is subject to, and limited by, the terms in the applicable engagement letter or statement of work, including 
provisions regarding tax advice. RSM Canada is not responsible for, and no person should rely upon, any advice or information in the body of this email unless 
such advice or information relates to services contemplated by an engagement letter or statement of work in effect between such person and RSM Canada. 
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THE OPPORTUNITY 

RSM Canada Limited, in its capacity as Court-appointed receiver (the “Receiver”) of all of the assets, 
undertakings, and properties of Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation (the “Debtor”), and 
not in its personal capacity, is inviting the submission of offers to purchase the right, title and interest, 
if any, of the Debtor in the real property owned by the Debtor located at 242-252 Penetanguishene 
Road in Barrie, Ontario (the “Property”).  The Property comprises 58 stacked townhouse condominium 
units of which 26 are completed and 32 are in various stages of completion. The units are in a 94-unit 
development known as Schoolhouse Barrie. 

The deadline for submission of offers is set for 12:00 noon, Toronto time, on Thursday, July 30, 2020.  

 

INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS 

 Prime location in Barrie to capture demand for residential rentals 
 Zoned for residential condominium development 
 Located close to major highways, Georgian College and the Royal Victoria Health Care Centre 

Overview 

• The assets for sale consist of 58 stacked townhouse condominium units of which 26 are 

completed and 32 are in various stages of completion.  The condominium declaration will need 

to be amended once the 32 units are finished.   

• Units range from 1,300 to 1,440 square feet and have 4 bedrooms and 4 bathrooms. 

• Each unit has 1 parking spot included with the purchase of the unit. 

• The 26 completed units are fully furnished and partially rented.  Bedrooms are furnished with a 

bed, desk, chair and clothes wardrobe.  The common area in each unit is furnished with a sofa, 

chair, coffee table, television, refrigerators, stove, dishwasher, microwave, ensuite washer & 

dryer and 4 pantries. 

• Schoolhouse Barrie is located on the west side of Penetanguishene Road, north of Grove 

Street. 

• The Schoolhouse Barrie’s proximity to Georgian College and Royal Victoria Health Care Centre 

make the units ideal for rental to students and health care professionals. 
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• Area amenities include several convenience stores, a No Frills grocery store, The Beer Store 

and Tim Hortons. Grove Street Plaza is only an 8-minute walk away, and offers Roosters Bar 

and Grill, Mac’s Convenience Store, IDA Pharmacy, and Pizza Plus. From Schoolhouse Barrie, 

Simcoe Plaza is a five-minute drive, where many shops and services are located. 

• Barrie also boasts a wealth of natural beauty, being located on the shores of Kempenfelt Bay, 

the western arm of Lake Simcoe.  

LEGAL DESCRIPTION 

The units available for sale are legally described as: 

PIN, Unit #, Level #, Simcoe Standard Condominium Plan No. 420 and its appurtenant interest; 
subject to and together with easements as set out in Schedule A as in SC1354411; City of Barrie.   

A schedule of PIN, Unit and Level numbers, by unit, can be provided to potential purchasers. 

TARION WARRANTY CORPORATION 

The Receiver has had numerous discussions with Tarion Warranty Corporation (“Tarion”) regarding 
the Debtor’s obligations for completion of various common area items at Schoolhouse Barrie.  Tarion 
has advised the Receiver that although the Receiver is conducting a sale of the Property on an “as is, 
where is” basis, any prospective purchaser will be required to attend to at least certain of the Debtor’s 
obligations as they relate to completion or rectification of deficiencies of the common areas of 
Schoolhouse Barrie.  Details regarding the obligations of the Debtor that have not been completed as 
they relate to the common areas of Schoolhouse Barrie can be obtained from Tarion.  The Approved 
Sale Agreement will include an acknowledgement by the Offeror (the Purchaser) that the Purchaser 
acknowledges and agrees that the Receiver makes no representations or warranties whatsoever as 
to the obligations, if any, that the Purchaser may have following the closing of the sale of the Property 
in respect of the completion or rectification of deficiencies at the Property identified by Tarion. 

TRANSACTION AND COMPETITIVE BID PROCESS 

The Receiver is conducting a Sale Process, with the deadline for submission of offers set for Thursday, 
July 30, 2020 at 12:00 noon, Toronto time. Offers submitted are to be irrevocable for acceptance until 
August 10, 2020.  Offers must be submitted using the agreement of purchase and sale available in the 
data room set up by the Receiver.  The senior secured creditor of Fernwood has reserved its right to 
submit a credit bid offer to acquire the Property.  The Receiver reserves the right to extend the above 
deadline at its sole discretion. 

To receive additional information including the Confidential Information Memorandum, interested 
parties must execute a Confidentiality Agreement.  If you are interested in this opportunity, please 
contact Ms. Echa Odeh of the Receiver’s office either at 647-730-3728  or at 
echa.odeh@rsmcanada.com  to obtain a copy of the Confidentiality Agreement.



 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

rsmcanada.com 
 
This document contains general information, may be based on authorities that are subject 
to change, and is not a substitute for professional advice or services. This document does 
not constitute audit, tax, consulting, business, financial, investment, legal or other 
professional advice, and you should consult a qualified professional advisor before taking 
any action based on the information herein. RSM Canada Limited and its affiliates and 
related entities are not responsible for any loss resulting from or relating to reliance on this 
document by any person. This communication is being sent to individuals who have 
subscribed to receive it or who we believe would have an interest in the topics discussed.  
 
RSM Canada Limited is a licensed insolvency trustee. Visit rsmcanada.com/about us for 
more information regarding RSM Canada Limited. 
 
RSM® and the RSM logo are registered trademarks of RSM International Association, 
used under license.  
 
The power of being understood® is a registered trademark of RSM US LLP, used under 
license.  
  
© 2020 RSM Canada Limited. All Rights Reserved. 
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Prime Real Estate Purchase and Development 
Opportunity 

Invitation for Offers to Purchase  

RESIDENTIAL-USE STACKED TOWNHOUSE 
CONDOMINIUM UNITS ON PENETANGUISHENE ROAD 

IN BARRIE, ONTARIO 

RSM Canada Limited, in its capacity as Court-appointed 
receiver (the “Receiver”) of Fernwood Developments 
(Ontario) Corporation (the “Debtor”) invites offers for the 
purchase of the Debtor’s right, title and interest, if any, in the 
property municipally known as 242-252 Penetanguishene 
Road in Barrie, Ontario. The real property for sale comprises 
58 stacked townhouse units of which 26 are completed and 
32 are in various stages of completion. 

All offers must be received by the Receiver at the address 
set out below, on or before 12:00 noon (Toronto time), July 
30, 2020. 

For further information and in order to obtain a 
confidentiality agreement, please contact: 

RSM Canada Limited 
11 King St. W, Suite 700, Box 27 
Toronto, ON  M5H 4C7 
Attn: Ms. Echa Odeh 
T: 647 730 3728 | F: 416 480 2646 
E: echa.odeh@rsmcanada.com 
  
 

Visit rsmcanada.com/aboutus for more information regarding RSM Canada Limited. 
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Receipts Notes

Cash on Hand $ 1,019                     

Advance from Secured Creditor (Note a) (a) 545,000                 

Rental Income - Property and Parking 111,408                 

Miscellaneous Refunds (HST, other) 3,060                     

HST Collected 922                       

Total Receipts $ 661,409$               

Disbursements

Property Management Fees 4,802                     

Insurance 21,020                   

Legal Fees 20,392                   

Utilities 4,239                     

Security 2,051                     

Repairs and Maintenance 6,228                     

Bookkeeping Fees - RCBS 614                       

HST/PST 8,346                     

Miscellaneous 1,072                     

Total Disbursements $ 68,765                   

Excess of receipts over disbursements $ 592,644                 

Notes:

RSM Canada Limited

Court-Appointed Receiver of Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation

Interim Statement of Receipts and Disbursements

for the period from February 12, 2020 to June 15, 2020

(a) Pursuant to paragraph 21 of the Appointment Order, the Receiver borrowed $575,000 from 
MarshallZehr Group Inc. ("MZ").  MZ released $545,000 to the Receiver and held back 
$30,000 as an interest reserve to service monthly interest charges for the term of the 

This Appendix forms part of the First Report of the Receiver dated June 30 , 2020 and should only 

be read in conjunction therewith.
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Court File No.  CV-20-00635523-00CL 

 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

(COMMERCIAL LIST) 
 
 

BETWEEN: 
 

MARSHALLZEHR GROUP INC. 
 

Applicant 
-and- 

 
FERNWOOD DEVELOPMENTS (ONTARIO) CORPORATION 

 
Respondent 

 
AFFIDAVIT OF ARIF N. DHANANI 

(Sworn June 30, 2020) 

 

I, ARIF N. DHANANI, of the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, 

MAKE OATH AND SAY AS FOLLOWS: 

1. I am the Vice President of RSM Canada Limited (“RSM”), the Court-

appointed receiver in these proceedings (the “Receiver”). As such, I have personal 

knowledge of the matters to which I hereinafter depose, save and except those matters 

based upon information and belief, in which case I have stated the source of such facts, 

all of which I verily believe to be true. 

2. Pursuant to the Order of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice (Commercial 

List) dated February 12, 2020, RSM was appointed as receiver, without security, of all of 

the assets, undertakings and properties of Fernwood Developments (Ontario) 







RSM CANADA LIMITED 
Licensed Insolvency Trustee 

11 King St W, Suite 700, Box 27 
Toronto, ON M5H 4C7  
 
T +1 416 480 0160 
F +1 416 480 2646 
 
www.rsmcanada.com  

GST/HST: 80784 1440 RT 0001 

 

To RSM Canada Limited 
 Court-appointed Receiver of 
 Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation 
 11 King Street West, Suite 700 
 Toronto, ON  M5H 4C7 
  

Date April 28, 2020 
  

Client File 7883871 
Invoice 1 

No. 5996190 
 

 
For professional services rendered with respect to the appointment of RSM Canada Limited as Court-
appointed Receiver of Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation (“Fernwood”) for the period  
February 6, 2020 to March 31, 2020.  
 

 
Date Professional Description 

02/06/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of initial application, including affidavit and various exhibits thereto. 
02/11/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of Statement of Claim issued by Fernwood against MarshallZehr 

Group (“MZ”). 
02/12/2020 Arif Dhanani Discussions with B. Tannenbaum; emails to Chaitons LLP (“Chaitons”) re 

contact information; review of email from counsel to Pensio Property 
Management Group Inc. (“Pensio”) and respond to Chaitons in this regard. 

02/12/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Attend in Court for application hearing; discussion with A. Dhanani; receipt and 
review of S. Rappos of Chaitons email to I. Duncan re stay of proceedings on 
Fernwood statement of claim against MZ; receipt and review of S. Rappos 
email attaching I. Duncan email. 

02/13/2020 Arif Dhanani Emails from/to J. Zukowski of Fernwood to schedule meeting; emails to/from 
B. Tannenbaum in this regard. 

02/17/2020 Arif Dhanani Review, respond to and file various emails; call with Alectra Utilities (“Alectra”); 
review email from Alectra regarding additional accounts; email to Chaitons; 
email to J. Zukowski re non provision of information and additional accounts 
identified by Alectra; discussion with E. Odeh and B. Tannenbaum on Huddle 
data sharing workspace for Fernwood documentation. 

02/19/2020 Echa Odeh Review of documents in Huddle and prepare index in Excel; discussions with 
A. Dhanani and B. Tannenbaum regarding ongoing tasks; prepare draft 
S. 245/246 notice; further discussion regarding outstanding information; 
telephone call to Moduloc regarding fences and send email attaching court 
order. 

02/19/2020 Arif Dhanani Meet with E. Odeh and B. Tannenbaum; emails to/from J. Zukowski; meet with 
E. Odeh; emails to/from S. Rappos. 
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Date Professional Description 

02/19/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Organizational meeting with A. Dhanani and E. Odeh to discuss possession 
matters, notices, information requests to J. Zukowski, Pensio; review of 
various emails on possession matters with our office, Chaitons, MZ and the 
debtor; receipt and review of MZ email and respond to MZ. 

02/20/2020 Echa Odeh Meeting with B. Tannenbaum, J. Zukowski and MZ to discuss outstanding 
items, Pensio and other matters; tour property and take pictures of same; 
telephone call with bookkeeper; discussion with A. Dhanani; prepare draft 
emails to insurer and bookkeeper and send same. 

02/20/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of documents forwarded by Pensio’s legal counsel; email to/from 
Chaitons in this regard; review of correspondence drafted by E. Odeh and 
amend same. 

02/20/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Attend in Barrie at the property with E. Odeh for initial meeting with 
J. Zukowski to get background information and tour; meeting at property with 
M. Snedden and S. Atkinson of MZ; receipt and review of MZ email with 
Pensio calculations. 

02/21/2020 Anne Baptiste Perform address searches re S. 245 notice mailing.  
02/21/2020 Echa Odeh Prepare correspondence to RBC, BMO, City of Barrie and Enbridge; issue 

letters to each recipient by email or fax; prepare and format creditor listing; 
finalize Notice & Statement of Receiver and fax same to the Office of the 
Superintendent of Bankruptcy; telephone call with J. Zukowski regarding 
outstanding items; discussions with B. Tannenbaum and A. Dhanani regarding 
ongoing tasks. 

02/21/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of S. 245/246 notice and various correspondence drafted by E. Odeh 
and amend same; call with B. Keks of Pensio to review information sent by 
same; brief discussion with B. Tannenbaum. 

02/21/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Review documentation; organizational meeting with A. Dhanani and E. Odeh; 
discussion with S. Lewis of Kipling Group re property management. 

02/21/2020 Donna Nishimura Prepare labels and send out Notice & Statement of Receiver to known 
creditors. 

02/24/2020 Arif Dhanani Draft letter to Alectra regarding master utility account and discussion with 
Alectra; email to E. Odeh in this regard; email to MZ re Fernwood common 
area fee arrears; draft memo to file re discussion with Pensio; review of email 
from Duncan, Linton LLP (“Duncan Linton”) and forward same to 
B. Tannenbaum and Chaitons; email to external bookkeeper with clarification 
on instruction re T4s; review insurance information and forward same to HUB 
International Insurance Brokers (“HUB”). 

02/24/2020 Echa Odeh Create new Ascend file, request Ascend license; prepare letter to BMO for new 
Trust account; prepare mail redirection and cover letter; attend at post office to 
complete mail redirection. 

02/25/2020 Arif Dhanani Call with S. Atkinson; prepare budget for Fernwood, including reviewing emails 
to/from external bookkeeper and discussion with E. Odeh; call with Chaitons 
regarding condo fee arrears; call with Priority Submetering; attend conference 
call with MZ, Chaitons and B. Tannenbaum. 
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Date Professional Description 

02/25/2020 Echa Odeh Telephone calls to Enbridge, RBC and Federated Insurance to follow up on 
correspondence issued and information required; telephone calls with Alectra 
regarding billing. 

02/25/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Review budget and discuss funding requirements with A. Dhanani; conference 
call with MZ (M. Snedden/S. Atkinson) and Chaitons (H. Chaiton/S. Rappos) re 
status, property management, construction and costs to complete, lien and 
holdback provisions, guarantors. 

02/26/2020 Arif Dhanani Discussion with E. Odeh on bank accounts; Priority Submetering on 
agreement with Fernwood; review of communication from creditor of Fernwood 
and forward same to E. Odeh for response; review of commitment letter from 
MZ, discussion re same with B. Tannenbaum and message for S. Atkinson re 
same. 

02/26/2020 Echa Odeh Draft further letters to BMO TD, Sandpiper; telephone call with BMO branch 
manager; emails and phone calls with Federated Insurance; email and phone 
calls with J. Zukowski; telephone call with Canada Revenue Agency (“CRA”), 
prepare letter to open RT0002 account; telephone call and email with Alectra 
regarding account names; fax and email all letters to relevant addresses. 

02/26/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Email to A. Dhanani and E. Odeh re property manager search; call from CRA 
and referred same to E. Odeh. 

02/27/2020 Arif Dhanani Call with and emails from/to S. Atkinson regarding commitment letter and 
Receiver's Certificate; emails to/from Priority Submetering. 

02/27/2020 Echa Odeh Follow up phone calls and emails with the banks to confirm accounts frozen; 
emails with City of Barrie regarding water/waste; telephone call with creditor; 
review of insurance documents and email to B. Tannenbaum and A. Dhanani. 

02/28/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Execute Receiver's Certificate #1 and financing commitment letter. 
02/28/2020 Arif Dhanani Email to B. Keks re wire instructions for Receiver's account; review insurance 

information forwarded to RSM and email to HUB with Fernwood policy 
declarations; call with HUB; finalize and facilitate execution of commitment 
letter and Receiver's Certificate, scan and send same to MZ; call with Priority 
Submetering; discussion with E. Odeh on TD Bank statement and transactions 
and responding to various questions from E. Odeh. 

02/28/2020 Echa Odeh Review of bank account statement from TD, phone call with TD, responding 
email sent to TD requesting further information; telephone call with creditor; 
review of email from City of Barrie; discussions with A Dhanani; draft email 
response to creditor and send same to B. Wong for comments. 

02/28/2020 Brenda Wong Review draft response to creditor email inquiry. 
03/02/2020 Arif Dhanani Responding to various emails from MZ; email to Chaitons re costs to remove 

liens; meet with E. Odeh re Tarion. 
03/02/2020 Echa Odeh Review returned mail; email notice to creditors; search for updated contact 

information and update contact addresses; telephone calls and emails with 
Moduloc regarding fences and new contract with Receiver; discussions with 
A. Dhanani and attend phone call with potential property manager. 

03/02/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Receipt and review of Plazacorp email re status and respond to same. 
03/03/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of email from Subhkin Management and discuss same with 

B. Tannenbaum; email to Pensio re remittance of rents; discussion with and 
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Date Professional Description 

emails to Paliare Roland Rosenberg Rothstein LLP (“Paliare Roland”), as 
independent counsel to the Receiver, with various requests. 

03/03/2020 Echa Odeh Liaise with creditors by phone and email; emails and phone call with Modu-
Loc; email executed contract to Modu-Loc. 

03/04/2020 Echa Odeh Follow up with bookkeeper regarding requested documents, draft letter to 
accountant re contravention of Court order; update creditor address. 

03/04/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Emails from Pensio regarding rent receipts and remittance to Receiver. 
03/05/2020 Arif Dhanani Email to J. Larry at Paliare Roland re lawsuit; review email from B. Keks re 

potential offer for unsold units and blocks; email exchange with MZ regarding 
potential offer; call with J. Larry re statement of claim; follow up with B. Keks re 
remittance of rent monies. 

03/05/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Receipt and review of B. Keks email providing an offer from a potential 
purchaser; email to A. Dhanani regarding same; telephone call from C. Hayes 
of MZ; receipt and review of C. Hayes email to A. Dhanani re Pensio; receipt 
and review of A. Dhanani response to C. Hayes. 

03/06/2020 Brenda Wong Review draft letter to Royal City Bookkeeping Services Limited (“Royal City 
Bookkeeping”). 

03/06/2020 Arif Dhanani Review draft letter to bookkeeper and amend same; update meeting with 
B. Tannenbaum; confirm receipt of partial rent monies wired by Pensio; email 
to Pensio regarding amount paid and balance. 

03/06/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Discussion with A. Dhanani re Pensio agreements/status. 
03/06/2020 Echa Odeh Review of BMO bank statements, draft file note confirming findings; email 

letter to Royal City Bookkeeping; discussions with A. Dhanani regarding further 
instructions; telephone call with J. Zukowski regarding parking space 
agreements. 

03/09/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of email from E. Odeh; emails to B. Keks re payment of balance of rent 
collected and parking space rental revenue; review of email from Royal City 
Bookkeeping and respond thereto; call calls to Tarion; email to BMO re letter 
of credit; update email to MZ. 

03/09/2020 Donna Nishimura Deposit cheque at the bank. 
03/09/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Receipt and review of various emails with Pensio on collection of rent and 

parking rent. 
03/10/2020 Arif Dhanani Emails to/from Royal City Bookkeeping; call with Tarion and email to same; 

discussion with B. Tannenbaum regarding Tarion; review of rent collection 
spreadsheet received from Pensio and email to Pensio regarding offer. 

03/10/2020 Echa Odeh Telephone call with J. Zukowski; telephone call with SV Law; email sent to SV 
Law requesting further information; prepare cheque requisitions for mail 
redirection and Moduloc invoices. 

03/10/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Receipt and review of A. Dhanani email on Tarion deposits; discuss same with 
him as to recovery of monies held. 

03/11/2020 Arif Dhanani Meet with E. Odeh re information provided by accountant and email to be sent 
to same. 
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03/11/2020 Echa Odeh Discussion with A. Dhanani and responding email sent to Royal City 
Bookkeeping; email to Modu-Loc regarding invoicing; lengthy phone calls with 
Enbridge Gas regarding accounts and name change. 

03/12/2020 Arif Dhanani Various emails to/from Royal City Bookkeeping and forward correspondence 
to counsel. 

03/12/2020 Echa Odeh Review of information received from Enbridge, collate information into Excel 
spreadsheet; determine which accounts belong to Fernwood; discussions with 
A. Dhanani regarding account changes; lengthy phone call with Federated 
Insurance, discussions regarding account changes; review of previous 
documents and premium calculations, email sent to Federated Insurance 
advising of further account changes; email to Bankruptcy Highway regarding 
RBC accounts; lengthy phone call with J. Zukowski regarding property issues; 
email to A. Dhanani requesting instructions. 

03/13/2020 Anne Baptiste Prepare disbursement cheques; filing re banking documentation; process 
receipts in Ascend. 

03/13/2020 Arif Dhanani Call with A. Slavens from Torys on behalf of Tarion; call with Rogers. 
03/13/2020 Echa Odeh Telephone call with Sandpiper regarding correspondence dated February 26, 

2020; resend correspondence to N. Morgan at Sandpiper; follow up sent to 
insurer to obtain amendment updates; prepare SRD for current fees and 
current disbursements and email same to A. Dhanani for review; email to 
J. Zukowski requesting further information about car sale and parties that 
properties were sold to. 

03/16/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of draft correspondence to J. Zukowski and amend same; review of 
email from B. Tannenbaum re BMO and respond to same. 

03/16/2020 Echa Odeh Draft correspondence to J. Zukowski regarding responsibilities and non-
disclosures; discussions with A. Dhanani; amend letter to J. Zukowski; follow 
up with Modu-Loc regarding expenses; email to bookkeeper’s counsel 
confirming our counsel’s details. 

03/16/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Receipt and review of BMO lawyer letter; email from A. Dhanani re explanation 
regarding LC and collateral therefor. 

03/17/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of emails from MZ and Chaitons re Pensio and respond thereto; review 
of email from S. Rappos to counsel for condo corp.; email to Chaitons re Royal 
City Bookkeeping and alternatives to attending on site to copy records; review 
of Receiver's Statement of Receipts and Disbursements prepared by E. Odeh 
and comment thereon; amend draft property management agreement with 
Subhkin and send same to D. Weisz for comments. 

03/17/2020 Echa Odeh Phone call with Nezz Electrics; discussion with A. Dhanani regarding phone 
call; telephone call with SV Law. 

03/17/2020 Anne Baptiste Prepare bank reconciliation. 
03/18/2020 Arif Dhanani Call with Paliare Roland and B. Tannenbaum; call with MZ, Chaitons and 

B. Tannenbaum; review changes made to property management agreement 
by D. Weisz and B. Wong; email to Sandpiper re hot water tanks; emails 
to/from and discussion with E. Odeh; review of letter from Duncan Linton and 
email to Chaitons in this regard. 
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03/18/2020 Brenda Wong Review Subhkin property management agreement and prepare draft 
management agreement using Receiver's standard form of agreement. 

03/18/2020 Echa Odeh Lengthy phone call with J. Zukowski regarding correspondence; phone call to 
SV Law and resend email regarding Agreement of Purchase and Sale and 
Tarion; discussions with A. Dhanani regarding progress; review of 
correspondence from Sandpiper and draft email response to same; phone 
calls with TD regarding request for information; prepare cheque requisitions for 
payment to Modu-Loc; review of correspondence from Mack Construction 
lawyer; emails with A. Dhanani; request update on corporate engagement 
website. 

03/18/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Telephone call with A. Dhanani to prepare for the Receiver’s call with Paliare 
Roland; conference call with MZ (M. Snedden/ S. Atkinson) and Chaitons 
(H. Chaiton/S. Rappos) regarding Pensio; receipt and review of E. Odeh email 
re Mack Construction lien; receipt and review of Dunlop letter and respond to 
A. Dhanani. 

03/19/2020 Arif Dhanani Incorporate changes to property management agreement and send same to 
Subhkin; review Chaitons' correspondence to Friedmans and subsequent 
exchange. 

03/19/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Receipt and review of various emails responding to J. Hamilton; receipt and 
review of emails relating to I. Duncan and debtor’s litigation. 

03/19/2020 Echa Odeh Attend to file administration and email to A. Dhanani. 
03/20/2020 Daniel Weisz Review proposed property management agreement and discussion with 

A. Dhanani on same. 
03/20/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Receipt and review of property management agreement; discussions of same 

with A. Dhanani and also on Tarion and LC's. 
03/20/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of correspondence from and email to Sandpiper; finalize and execute 

agreement with Subhkin; call with Tarion re attendance on site to view 
complete and incomplete units; call with Paliare Roland regarding response to 
Duncan Linton letter. 

03/20/2020 Echa Odeh Review of correspondence from City of Barrie; updated property tax schedule; 
send email to City of Barrie requesting missing tax bills. 

03/23/2020 Arif Dhanani Emails to/from Federated Insurance; review of draft letter from Paliare Roland 
to Duncan Linton, comment on same; review of email from Subhkin and 
attached correspondence and reply to Subhkin; call with counsel to Tarion; 
review of emails from Chaitons and respond to same re bookkeeper. 

03/23/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Telephone call with A. Dhanani re: (i) Tarion and cancellation of inspection due 
to Covid-19; and (ii) retention of Subhkin Management in place of Pensio. 

03/24/2020 Echa Odeh Review of condo plan and identify block numbers for all Enbridge accounts, 
document same in Excel spreadsheet. 

03/24/2020 Arif Dhanani Call with Subhkin Property Management; review of emails from E. Odeh and 
respond thereto re Enbridge accounts; email to Pensio Global re engagement 
of independent property manager; review of email from MZ and respond 
thereto; review of email from Chaitons re condo corp and liens and respond 
thereto; email exchange with B. Keks re Receiver's retention of independent 
property manager; emails to/from A. Slavens re conference call with Tarion. 
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03/24/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Receipt and review of various emails between A. Dhanani and B. Keks of 
Pensio. 

03/25/2020 Echa Odeh Prepare cheque requisitions for bookkeeper and insurance; phone calls and 
emails with insurance company due to discrepancies in payment information; 
email with City of Barrie regarding property taxes; review redirected mail; draft 
letter to two owners in regards to Enbridge accounts. 

03/25/2020 Arif Dhanani Review Priority Submetering agreement and comment thereon; call with 
B. Tannenbaum; email exchange with RCBS; emails to/from K. Gray re 
insurance premium to be paid and call with Federated Insurance accountant; 
call with Tarion, its counsel and B. Tannenbaum; review Tarion COVID-19 
correspondence and email to/from B. Douglas of Tarion; review of letters 
drafted by E. Odeh to specific unit owners and comment on same; email to 
B. Keks re new property manager contact details. 

03/25/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Conference call with Tarion and Torys (A. Slavens) as to status of project and 
Tarion pausing timelines as of March 16, 2020 due to Covid-19 and access to 
Builder Link. 

03/26/2020 Daniel Weisz Process payment re insurance. 
03/26/2020 Echa Odeh Phone calls with tenants; review of QuickBooks accounting file, print T4 

summary for 2019; prepare T4s and T4a summary for 2019; email sent to 
A. Dhanani regarding further instructions; phone call with Federated Insurance 
regarding payment issues; email property tax information to Chaitons 
regarding 246 Penetanguishene, Unit 14. 

03/26/2020 Arif Dhanani Draft report to and emails from/to MZ re status of various matters; call with 
S. Rappos and H. Chaiton; call with TD Bank; review of email from B. Keks 
and respond to same; respond to third party investor; forward email from 
Pensio to Subhkin with information on tenants. 

03/26/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Email with A. Dhanani re brief report to MZ and lawyers; receipt and review of 
same; receipt and review of MZ email re Tarion issues. 

03/27/2020 Arif Dhanani Emails to/from J. Larry; review of letter from counsel to J. Zukowski; call with 
third party unit owner regarding Pensio termination of rental guarantee; review 
of Pensio letter and forward same to counsel; email to Subhkin and review 
response thereto; draft detailed response to Paliare Roland on letter from 
counsel to J. Zukowski. 

03/27/2020 Echa Odeh Reconcile units to phases and email sent to A. Dhanani; follow up email sent 
to KW Law attaching mail; review of incoming mail; print G/L and file HST 
returns. 

03/30/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of email from Subhkin re utilities, rents, property management and 
other matters and respond thereto; call with Subhkin; review email from 
Rogers and respond thereto; call with J. Larry; review of email from E. Odeh re 
Enbridge and respond thereto; update call with B. Tannenbaum; emails to/from 
Rogers; complete Priority Submetering Agreement review and send same to 
Chaitons for comments; responding to email from MZ; call with Federated 
Insurance. 

03/30/2020 Echa Odeh Call to Enbridge Gas, draft letter to Enbridge; review of email from A. Dhanani 
to counsel and review of report; obtain transaction listings and customer 
transactions relating to J. Zukowski from QuickBooks and email to A. Dhanani; 
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email to Federated Insurance to add Receiver as additional insured; phone call 
and email with Federated Insurance in regards to payment. 

03/30/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Telephone call with A. Dhanani re discussion with Subhkin re Pensio property 
management, leases, master keys, sub-metering agreement, water, hydro and 
Rogers bulk internet contract, repairs, key locks and codes, third party 
investors property management issues, tenants moving units prior to 
Receiver’s appointment; send MZ copy of letter from Pensio to third party 
investors. 

03/31/2020 Echa Odeh Prepare cheque requisition for payment to Modu-Loc. 
03/31/2020 Arif Dhanani Email to Subhkin re insurance and scheduling site attendance for insurer; 

review of insurance certificates received form Federated Insurance and send 
appropriate certificate to Subhkin; review of documentation for payment to 
Modu-Loc and approve same; call with M. Gonneau of Keller Williams; email to 
Subhkin re deposits. 

  To all other administrative matters with respect to this engagement, including 
supervision, all meetings, telephone attendances, and written and verbal 
correspondence to facilitate the foregoing. 
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VISA/MASTERCARD 
Payments can be made by calling the Accounts Receivable Department at 647.726.0483. 
 
WIRE PAYMENT DETAILS 
Please contact Donna Nishimura at 647.727.3552 for wire instructions. 
 
 

Invoices are due upon receipt. 
RSM Canada Limited 

Professional Level Hours Rate Fees

Bryan A. Tannenbaum, FCPA, FCA, FCIRP, LIT President 14.3 575$  8,222.50$    
Daniel R. Weisz, CPA, CA, CFF, CIRP, LIT Senior Vice President 1.0 550$  550.00         
Arif N. Dhanani, CPA, CA, CIRP, LIT Vice President 68.7 425$  29,197.50    
Brenda Wong, CIRP, LIT Senior Manager 2.6 425$  1,105.00      
Echa Odeh Senior Associate 60.1 225$  13,522.50    
Anne Baptiste/Donna Nishimura Estate Administrator 2.6 110$  286.00         
Total hours and professional fees 149.3 52,883.50$  
HST @ 13% 6,874.86      
Total payable 59,758.36$  



RSM CANADA LIMITED 
Licensed Insolvency Trustee 

11 King St W, Suite 700, Box 27 
Toronto, ON M5H 4C7  
 
T +1 416 480 0160 
F +1 416 480 2646 
 
www.rsmcanada.com  

GST/HST: 80784 1440 RT 0001 

 

To RSM Canada Limited 
 Court-appointed Receiver of 
 Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation 
 11 King Street West, Suite 700 
 Toronto, ON  M5H 4C7 
  

Date April 28, 2020 
  

Client File 7883871 
Invoice DISBURSEMENT 1 

No. 5996107 
 

 
Disbursements in connection with RSM Canada Limited acting as Court-appointed Receiver of Fernwood 
Developments (Ontario) Corporation for the period to March 31, 2020.  
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VISA/MASTERCARD 
Payments can be made by calling the Accounts Receivable Department at 647.726.0483. 
 
WIRE PAYMENT DETAILS 
Please contact Donna Nishimura at 647.727.3552 for wire instructions. 
 
 

Invoices are due upon receipt. 
RSM Canada Limited 

Photocopies 65.00$      
Postage 57.85        
Mileage 98.76        

Total disbursements 221.61$    
HST @ 13% 28.81        

Total payable 250.42$    



RSM CANADA LIMITED 
Licensed Insolvency Trustee 

11 King St W, Suite 700, Box 27 
Toronto, ON M5H 4C7  
 
T +1 416 480 0160 
F +1 416 480 2646 
 
www.rsmcanada.com  

GST/HST: 80784 1440 RT 0001 

 

To RSM Canada Limited 
 Court-appointed Receiver of 
 Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation 
 11 King Street West, Suite 700 
 Toronto, ON  M5H 4C7 
  

Date May 20, 2020 
  

Client File 7883871 
Invoice 2 

No. 6014670 
 

 
For professional services rendered with respect to the appointment of RSM Canada Limited as Court-
appointed Receiver of Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation (“Fernwood”) for the period  
April 1, 2020 to April 30, 2020.  
 

 
Date Professional Description 

04/01/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of email from B. Keks of Pensio Property Management Group Inc. 
(“Pensio”) and respond thereto re receipt of funds and status of rent deposits; 
follow up with S. Rappos of Chaitons LLP re submetering agreement; receipt and 
review of insurance certificate provided by Subhkin Management (“Subhkin”); 
emails to/from counsel to Tarion Warranty Corporation (“Tarion”); call with 
B. Tannenbaum re Keller Williams Realty, Inc. 

04/01/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Telephone call with A. Dhanani re Pensio and information from M. Gonneau of 
Keller Williams; reading various emails. 

04/02/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of documents forwarded by J. Larry of Paliare Roland Rosenberg 
Rothstein LLP (“Paliare Roland”) from Duncan Linton LLP (“Duncan Linton”); calls 
with J. Larry to discuss same; email to Priority Submetering to ask for unlocked 
version of agreement. 

04/03/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Conference call with C. Hayes of MarshallZehr Group (“MZ”) and M. Gariepy of 
Simcoe Block regarding finishing construction; receipt and review of MZ email re 
Simcoe Block; email to A. Dhanani re tour; email to M. Gariepy to introduce to 
A. Dhanani. 

04/03/2020 Arif Dhanani Email exchange with J. Larry, review of Paliare Roland draft letter to I. Duncan of 
Duncan, Linton and comment on same; email exchange with M. Gariepy; email 
exchange with R. Knapp; email to B. Tannenbaum with comments and 
observations regarding engaging trades, Tarion, and other construction related 
matters; respond to email from Barriston Law. 

04/06/2020 Arif Dhanani Review Paliare Roland letter to Duncan Linton; call with J. Larry re 
comprehensive letter to I. Duncan; email to Pensio to discontinue emailing 
Fernwood tenants for payment of rent; review of email from B. Keks and respond 
thereto; coordinate site attendance by R. Knapp on request of Simcoe Block; 
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review email from General Counsel to Sandpiper Energy Solutions and call with 
same. 

04/07/2020 Arif Dhanani Review and respond to email from Subhkin; emails to/from E. Odeh re TD 
account reconciliation; emails from/to B. Keks re April rent and reconciliation; 
responding to questions from S. Rappos re S.245/246 notice and Priority 
Submetering; review of Paliare Roland letter to Duncan Linton and comment on 
same. 

04/07/2020 Echa Odeh Prepare cheque requisition for payment; discussions with A. Dhanani and review 
of documents on file; pull information from QuickBooks and send email to 
A. Dhanani regarding same; lengthy phone call with Enbridge Gas, confirm 
certain account closures and new accounts opened. 

04/08/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of email from S. Rappos with comments on Priority Submetering 
agreement, respond to email; call with Subhkin re rents collected for April, 
outstanding rents, issuance of N4 notices and strategy for renting vacant rooms 
and units; review of emails from Chaitons to Ness Law and SV Law to follow up 
on outstanding issues. 

04/08/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Telephone call with A. Dhanani re property management report and building 
conditions stemming from Pensio oversight; telephone call from C. Hayes re CAD 
drawings/plans in the company records to assist in build out quotations. 

04/08/2020 Echa Odeh Email to A. Dhanani regarding findings from bank statements and QuickBooks; 
call with Enbridge regarding online access; add each account to online access 
and summarize accounts in Excel spreadsheet. 

04/09/2020 Arif Dhanani Emails from/to S. Rappos re Service List; call with S. Rappos re Priority 
Submetering service agreement; send track changes agreement to Priority 
Submetering. 

04/09/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Receipt and review of permit drawings from E. Odeh/A. Dhanani; forward same to 
MZ. 

04/13/2020 Arif Dhanani Review email from P.J. Daffern Law Firm and forward same to Chaitons for 
response; emails from/to E. Odeh re information received from external 
bookkeeper; review of email from Subhkin including report and statement of claim 
and forward same to B. Tannenbaum. 

04/13/2020 Echa Odeh Review of sales closing documents including trust ledger statements; prepare 
summary of proceeds for each sale and document in Excel; liaise with 
bookkeeper regarding missing information; email and phone call to City of Barrie 
to obtain CAD drawings; prepare cheque requisition for insurance payment. 

04/14/2020 Daniel Weisz Process e-payments. 
04/14/2020 Arif Dhanani Review emails from Miller Thomson LLP re lien claims and forward same to 

S. Rappos; update call with B. Tannenbaum re property manager and report; 
email to B. Keks re reporting and return of deposits overdue; call with S. Rappos 
re liens; email to B. Tannenbaum and E. Odeh re discussion with S. Rappos; 
review and comment on consent sent by S. Rappos; sign amended consents sent 
by S. Rappos in respect of Ness Electric and Grounded Electrical; call with 
J. Larry re correspondence sent/to be sent to Duncan Linton; review of sales 
summary prepared by E. Odeh and forward same to S. Rappos for call with SV 
Law. 
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04/14/2020 Echa Odeh Review of lien; email to A. Dhanani; prepare summary of liens; call with 
bookkeeper regarding missing sales documents; save emails to file; update Excel 
document of sales proceeds and email to A. Dhanani. 

04/14/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Receipt and review of A. Dhanani email with property management reporting 
letter; telephone call with A. Dhanani re trades registering liens, property 
management, condo corp responsibilities, difficulties in getting responses from 
stakeholders and drafting a status report to MZ. 

04/15/2020 Echa Odeh Call with City of Barrie regarding CAD drawings and format required. 
04/15/2020 Arif Dhanani Call with third party unit owner; review email from party interested in purchasing 

complete and incomplete units; review of email from Pensio re offset of rent 
deposits against amounts claimed to be owed to it by Fernwood and email to 
J. Larry re same; review of email exchange between Chaitons and P.J. Daffern 
Law Firm (“Daffern Law”); emails with Chaitons with respect to arranging a 
conference call with property manager and condo corp for April 17, 2020; draft 
reporting for comments by B. Tannenbaum and E. Odeh. 

04/16/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of B. Tannenbaum's comments on draft report; review various emails 
from Chaitons and respond thereto, as appropriate; review various emails from 
Paliare Roland and respond thereto, as appropriate. 

04/16/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Comment on A. Dhanani’s draft status report to MZ. 
04/16/2020 Echa Odeh Review of update report and respond to A. Dhanani. 
04/17/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of correspondence and statement of claim sent by Daffern Law re Duncan 

Drywall and respond thereto to S. Rappos and email to B. Tannenbaum in this 
regard; call with Directors of Simcoe Standard Condominium Corporation #420 
(“SSCC 420”), Bayshore Property Management (“Bayshore”) and S. Rappos and 
post-call with S. Rappos; emails to/from D. Fudge re Rogers internet; send 
Fernwood agreement with Rogers to board members of SSCC 420 and 
Bayshore. 

04/20/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of lien claim summary prepared by E. Odeh and email to S. Rappos 
regarding same. 

04/20/2020 Arif Dhanani Forward agreement between Fernwood and Priority Submetering to SSCC 420 
board members and Bayshore; execute consent for Mack Constructions Inc. 
(“Mack Constructions”) on advice of Chaitons; email to S. Rappos with comments 
on email from P. Daffern; review of invoices rendered by Royal City Bookkeeping 
and email to E. Odeh with approval to pay same; review of email from Priority 
Submetering and email to S.  Rappos re same; email to B. Tannenbaum re 
construction lien claims; call with J. Larry on further request for response from 
Duncan Linton and Pensio on withholding deposits; email to Subhkin with update 
on utilities and meeting with condo corporation board members; review of 
documentation prepared and invoices sent by E. Odeh re Enbridge Gas and 
approve payment of same; attend conference call with B. Tannenbaum, MZ, 
Chaitons and Paliare Roland. 

04/20/2020 Echa Odeh Follow up email to A. Dhanani regarding property taxes, diarize for future follow 
up; update liens listing and email to S. Rappos; prepare cheque requisition for 
payment of expenses; review of Enbridge Gas bills, update billing method on 
Enbridge website for bills not received, download missing bills and reconcile bills 
into spreadsheet for payment summary; phone call to Enbridge customer service 
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and bankruptcy teams regarding payment methods and avoid making 42 separate 
online payments; email to City of Barrie requesting missing bill. 

04/20/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Conference call with MZ, Chaitons and Paliare Roland re liens and sale 
documentation from closings. 

04/21/2020 Arif Dhanani Call with party interested in purchasing finished and unfinished units; responding 
to D. Nishimura on receivership administration; review email and attachments 
thereto from counsel to Mack Constructions and forward same to S. Rappos; 
facilitate scheduling of conference call among Chaitons, Priority Submetering and 
RSM; review materials from Daffern Law re discontinuance of claim against RSM. 

04/21/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Telephone call with A. Dhanani re cash flow, discussion with condo corp and 
accounts for water, hydro and internet still in Fernwood name. 

04/21/2020 Echa Odeh Review of file to identify architect/engineer of Fernwood property, email 
information to A. Dhanani. 

04/22/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of email from J. Larry and respond thereto regarding relevant issues for 
Court attendance. 

04/22/2020 Echa Odeh Prepare cheque requisitions for expenses. 
04/22/2020 Anne Baptiste Prepare bank reconciliation. 
04/23/2020 Arif Dhanani Brief review of Duncan Linton letter and call with J. Larry and B. Tannenbaum re 

same; call with A. Beacom of Priority Submetering and S. Rappos regarding 
agreement. 

04/23/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Receipt and review of J. Larry email with Duncan Linton responding letter; call 
with J. Larry and A. Dhanani. 

04/23/2020 Echa Odeh Phone calls and emails with Enbridge Gas regarding collective accounts; 
discussions with A. Dhanani regarding approval to open a collective account. 

04/27/2020 Echa Odeh Email to Enbridge regarding collective account. 
04/27/2020 Arif Dhanani Email to Bayshore re outstanding information requested; email to J. Larry re letter 

to Pensio counsel on offset of rent deposits; call with J. Larry re next steps with 
respect to J. Zukowski and R. Zukowski; call with E. Odeh re administrative 
matters and drafting new budget. 

04/28/2020 Donna Nishimura Prepare cheque requisition and process paperwork for payment. 
04/28/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of draft letter from Paliare Roland to B. Keks, comment on same and 

send to J. Larry; review updated budget prepared by E. Odeh and provide 
comments thereon; email to B. Tannenbaum re status of updated budget and 
further funding required; email to property manager re status of rent collection for 
April and timing of remittance to Receiver; emails from/to J. Tomaszewski re 
internet charges. 

04/28/2020 Echa Odeh Prepare updated budget/cash flow; update budget as per further instructions; 
phone call with A. Dhanani to obtain update on file. 

04/29/2020 Arif Dhanani Emails from/to Priority Submetering; emails from/to Subhkin; review of Subhkin’s 
update/report on rent collections and other identified issues; emails from/to 
E. Odeh re water and hydro charges and submission of bills to Priority 
Submetering; review and approve payment of hydro bill; lengthy call with Subhkin 
regarding various issues related to the property; email to Bayshore re sink hole. 

04/29/2020 Daniel Weisz Process e-payment. 
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04/29/2020 Echa Odeh Prepared cheque requisition for Hydro and call with Alectra Utilities regarding 
billing address. 

04/30/2020 Echa Odeh Update budget based on new information received; update notes and provide to 
A. Dhanani for review. 

04/30/2020 Arif Dhanani Call with counsel to third party owner of unit at Schoolhouse Barrie regarding 
Pensio’s lack of accounting and last month's rent deposits not provided to owner; 
review draft budget prepared by E. Odeh, comment on same. 

  To all other administrative matters with respect to this engagement, including 
supervision, all meetings, telephone attendances, and written and verbal 
correspondence to facilitate the foregoing. 

 
 
 
 

FEE SUMMARY 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VISA/MASTERCARD 
Payments can be made by calling the Accounts Receivable Department at 647.726.0483. 
 
WIRE PAYMENT DETAILS 
Please contact Donna Nishimura at 647.727.3552 for wire instructions. 
 
 

Invoices are due upon receipt. 
RSM Canada Limited 

Professional Level Hours Rate Fees

Bryan A. Tannenbaum, FCPA, FCA, FCIRP, LIT President 3.6 575$  2,070.00$    
Daniel R. Weisz, CPA, CA, CFF, CIRP, LIT Senior Vice President 0.3 550$  165.00         
Arif N. Dhanani, CPA, CA, CIRP, LIT Vice President 42.1 425$  17,892.50    
Echa Odeh Senior Associate 16.6 225$  3,735.00      
Anne Baptiste/Donna Nishimura Estate Administrator 0.3 110$  33.00           
Total hours and professional fees 62.9 23,895.50$  
HST @ 13% 3,106.42      
Total payable 27,001.92$  



RSM CANADA LIMITED 
Licensed Insolvency Trustee 

11 King St W, Suite 700, Box 27 
Toronto, ON M5H 4C7  
 
T +1 416 480 0160 
F +1 416 480 2646 
 
www.rsmcanada.com  

GST/HST: 80784 1440 RT 0001 

 

To RSM Canada Limited 
 Court-appointed Receiver of 
 Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation 
 11 King Street West, Suite 700 
 Toronto, ON  M5H 4C7 
  

Date June 12, 2020 
  

Client File 7883871 
Invoice 3 

No. 6035782 
 

 
For professional services rendered with respect to the appointment of RSM Canada Limited as Court-
appointed Receiver of Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation (“Fernwood”) for the period  
May 1, 2020 to May 31, 2020.  
 

 
Date Professional Description 

05/01/2020 Arif Dhanani Detailed review of cash flow, formulas and notes drafted by E. Odeh, amend 
same and send to B. Tannenbaum for final comments. 

05/04/2020 Arif Dhanani Call with J. Larry of Paliare Roland Rosenberg Rothstein LLP (“Paliare Roland”) 
on various matters; call with B. Tannenbaum re budget and discussion with 
J. Larry; review of HST returns for March and April 2020 and approve same. 

05/04/2020 Echa Odeh Print ledger and calculate HST return; file HST returns and save to the file. 
05/05/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of email forwarded by S. Rappos of Chaitons LLP and email to E. Odeh 

re condominium liens; review of management statement from Subhkin 
Management (“Subhkin”) and email to D. Weisz to check for deposit; call with 
S. Rappos pursuant to his discussion with J. Larry; review of email from Bayshore 
Property Management (“Bayshore”) and attachments thereto; email to Subhkin. 

05/05/2020 Echa Odeh Save common area fees ledgers to the file; prepare summary of common area 
fees and liens registered on title and email to A. Dhanani. 

05/06/2020 Arif Dhanani Email exchange with S. Rappos re utilities; email to property manager regarding 
utilities; attend call with Chaitons, Paliare Roland and B. Tannenbaum re 
bankruptcy of Fernwood. 

05/06/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Conference call with Chaitons (S. Rappos/H. Chaiton), Paliare Roland (J. Larry) 
re bankruptcy of Fernwood. 

05/07/2020 Daniel Weisz Process e-payments. 
05/07/2020 Arif Dhanani Email exchange with Subhkin re replacement of microwaves/fan hoods and 

advertising; amend and finalize funding budget and send same to MarshallZehr 
Group (“MZ”); email to Bayshore re threat to initiate power of sale proceedings 
and replying to email from Chaitons; respond to Bayshore re internet, water and 
hydro accounts. 
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Date Professional Description 

05/07/2020 Echa Odeh Prepare cheque requisition for payment of expenses; prepare receipt form for 
receipt of rent; phone call and email with Subhkin regarding repairs costs; phone 
call with Enbridge regarding collective account reversal. 

05/08/2020 Anne Baptiste Process disbursement requests (EFT). 
05/08/2020 Arif Dhanani Call with E. Odeh re contacting utility suppliers and arranging conference calls 

with Bayshore; review of letter from Ness Law forwarded by Chaitons and email 
to S. Rappos in this regard. 

05/08/2020 Echa Odeh Update phone call with A. Dhanani regarding utilities being transferred to condo 
corp. 

05/11/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of emails from E. Odeh re discussions with utility suppliers and respond 
thereto; review of email from MZ re budget and other matters and respond 
thereto; review of draft email from S. Rappos re lien cost charges, amend same, 
discuss with S. Rappos and finalize. 

05/11/2020 Echa Odeh Phone calls to Rogers, Alectra Utilities and City of Barrie regarding transfer of 
accounts to Condo Corp.; calls and email sent to A. Dhanani; reconcile invoices 
for repairs received from Subhkin and update receipts form for April rent. 

05/12/2020 Arif Dhanani Call with counsel to Tarion Warranty Corporation (“Tarion”) re progress and how 
counsel can facilitate moving issues forward with Tarion; update call with 
B. Tannenbaum; call with E. Odeh re drafting first report of the Receiver. 

05/12/2020 Daniel Weisz Process e-payment. 
05/12/2020 Echa Odeh Prepare cheque requisition for insurance. 
05/12/2020 Anne Baptiste Prepare bank reconciliation. 
05/13/2020 Echa Odeh Review of documentation and emails to obtain status update on various matters 

as they relate to the First Report of the Receiver; commence draft of First Report 
of Receiver. 

05/13/2020 Arif Dhanani Emails to/from B. Tannenbaum and call with same to discuss various matters as 
they relate to the receivership administration; email to J. Larry re Pensio Property 
Management Group Inc. (“Pensio”); review of email from J. Larry to B. Keks of 
Pensio and review of B. Keks' reply. 

05/14/2020 Arif Dhanani Email to H. Chaiton and review of reply from same; review draft Receiver's report 
outline prepared by E. Odeh, amend same and continue drafting report; email to 
MZ re legal fees. 

05/19/2020 Arif Dhanani Draft Court report; review letter from Ness Law and email exchange with Chaitons 
in this regard. 

05/19/2020 Echa Odeh Save Enbridge gas bills to the file; prepare summary of new account numbers 
and 42 new bills in Excel to calculate payment; prepare cheque requisition and 
email for EFT payment; emails with Rogers to organize telephone call. 

05/19/2020 Bryan Tannenbaum Receipt and review of S. Rappos email to R. Ness re Bayshore position. 
05/20/2020 Echa Odeh Prepare R&D, prepare affidavit of fees and collate appendices for first report; 

organize meeting with Rogers and send calendar invite. 
05/20/2020 Arif Dhanani Continue drafting Receiver's report; review and amend statement of receipts and 

disbursements; send draft report to D. Weisz for review. 
05/21/2020 Daniel Weisz Review and amend report to court. 



June 12, 2020 
Invoice 3 
Page 3 

Date Professional Description 

05/22/2020 Daniel Weisz Discussion with A. Dhanani on draft report. 
05/22/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of changes and comments to report from D. Weisz, call with D. Weisz in 

this regard, incorporate comments as appropriate, send report to Chaitons and 
Paliare Roland for comments. 

05/22/2020 Echa Odeh Phone call and email to Federated Insurance regarding loss payee. 
05/25/2020 Arif Dhanani Call with Rogers re Fernwood bulk services agreement and assumption by 

condominium corporation; review of email from Pensio and respond thereto; email 
to J. Larry re Court report and booking Court date; review of response from 
Pensio and email to J. Larry in this regard. 

05/25/2020 Echa Odeh Phone call with Rogers and A. Dhanani and draft minutes thereto; phone call and 
email with Mary-Lyn Gervais at City of Barrie to organize conference call with 
A. Dhanani; prepare cheque requisition for expenses. 

05/26/2020 Daniel Weisz Process electronic payments. 
05/26/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of email from and respond to party interested in purchasing unsold units; 

facilitate payment of Enbridge Gas and City of Barrie water bills; call with City of 
Barrie regarding water account, Simcoe Standard Condominium Corporation and 
assumption of water account; call with S. Rappos regarding Receiver's report and 
Court date; email exchange with B. Keks. 

05/27/2020 Echa Odeh Phone call and email with Subhkin regarding Enbridge gas bill for 248 Unit 4; 
phone call with Canada Revenue Agency regarding potential Trust Exam and 
send email to A. Dhanani re same; draft T4s for 2020. 

05/27/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of email from B. Tannenbaum re condo corporation lawyer and property 
manager and respond thereto; email to Chaitons re Bayshore; review letter 
agreement between Receiver and Priority Submetering (“Priority”) drafted by 
Chaitons and comment on same. 

05/28/2020 Arif Dhanani Review of letter from Ness Law to Chaitons and Chaitons' response thereto; email 
to S. Rappos and B. Tannenbaum in this regard; call with S. Rappos re Priority 
letter agreement, finalize same and send to Priority; email to S. Atkinson re 
additional funding and review of reply to same; emails to/from E. Odeh re 2020 
T4s, CRA trust exam. 

05/28/2020 Echa Odeh Phone call with Subhkin and resend email regarding list of Fernwood units. 
05/29/2020 Echa Odeh Phone call and email with Subhkin regarding 248, Unit 4 gas lines. 
05/29/2020 Anne Baptiste Process/record electronic payments in Ascend; record receipts in Ascend. 
  To all other administrative matters with respect to this engagement, including 

supervision, all meetings, telephone attendances, and written and verbal 
correspondence to facilitate the foregoing. 
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FEE SUMMARY 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VISA/MASTERCARD 
Payments can be made by calling the Accounts Receivable Department at 647.726.0483. 
 
WIRE PAYMENT DETAILS 
Please contact Donna Nishimura at 647.727.3552 for wire instructions. 
 
 

Invoices are due upon receipt. 
RSM Canada Limited 

Professional Level Hours Rate Fees

Bryan A. Tannenbaum, FCPA, FCA, FCIRP, LIT President 0.6 625$  375.00$       
Daniel R. Weisz, CPA, CA, CFF, CIRP, LIT Senior Vice President 4.6 595$  2,737.00      
Arif N. Dhanani, CPA, CA, CIRP, LIT Vice President 30.7 485$  14,889.50    
Echa Odeh Senior Associate 17.0 225$  3,825.00      
Anne Baptiste Estate Administrator 0.9 110$  99.00           
Total hours and professional fees 53.8 21,925.50$  
HST @ 13% 2,850.32      
Total payable 24,775.82$  

* New rates are effective May 1, 2020 with RSM Canada Limited's new fiscal year.





Invoice No. Billing Period Total Fees Disbursements HST Hours 
Average 

Hourly Rate
Total

1
February 6, 2020 
to March 31, 2020

 $    52,883.50  $                        -    $    6,874.86      149.30  $       354.21  $    59,758.36 

Disbursement 
1

February 6, 2020 
to March 31, 2020

 $                 -    $                 221.61  $         28.81              -    $               -    $         250.42 

2
April 1, 2020 to 
April 30, 2020

 $    23,895.50  $                        -    $    3,106.42        62.90  $       379.90  $    27,001.92 

3
May 1, 2020 to 
May 31, 2020

 $    21,925.50  $                        -    $    2,850.32        53.80  $       407.54  $    24,775.82 

Total fees  $    98,704.50  $                 221.61  $  12,860.39      266.00  $       371.07  $  111,786.50 

EXHIBIT "B"

Calculation of Average Hourly Billing Rates of

RSM Canada Limited

for the Period February 6, 2020 to May 31, 2020



 
 

APPENDIX W 



Court File No.  CV-20-00635523-00CL 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

(COMMERCIAL LIST) 

BETWEEN: 

MARSHALLZEHR GROUP INC. 

Applicant 
-and- 

invoices  attached  hereto  and  marked  as Exhibit  “A” (the  “Dockets”)  set  out

services to and incurred disbursements on behalf of the Receiver.  The detailed 

3. Pursuant  to  the  Appointment  Order,  Paliare  Roland  has  provided 

Fernwood, including all proceeds thereof (the “Property”).

the  “Debtor”)  acquired  for,  or  used  in  relation  to  a  business  carried  on  by 

and properties of Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation (“Fernwood” or 

the  receiver  (the  “Receiver”)  without  security,  of  all  of  the  assets,  undertakings 

12,  2020  (the  “Appointment  Order”),  RSM  Canada  Limited  was  appointed  as 

2.  Pursuant  to  the  order  of  the  Honourable  Justice  Hainey  dated  February 

hereinafter refer.

LLP  (“Paliare  Roland”).   I  have  personal  knowledge  of  the  matters  to  which  I 

1.  I  am  an  assistant  at  the  law  firm  of  Paliare  Roland  Rosenberg  Rothstein 

OATH AND SAY:

  I, Sarita Sanasie, of the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE 

  (Sworn June 30, 2020)

AFFIDAVIT OF SARITA SANASIE

  Respondent

FERNWOOD DEVELOPMENTS (ONTARIO) CORPORATION



2

Professional Hourly Rate Hours Billed Fees Billed 

Jeff Larry, Partner, 
2001 Call   

$725/hr 11.80 $8,555.00 

Elizabeth Rathbone, 
Associate, 2016 Call 

$475/hr 18.60 $8,835.00 

Alysha Shore $585/hr 0.70 $ 409.50 

Jacqueline Cummins,  
Law Clerk 

$220/hr 12.80 $2,816.00 

Subtotal $ 20,615.50 

SWORN BEFORE ME via 
videoconference at the City of Toronto, in 
the Province of Ontario this 
30th day of June, 2020. 

A commissioner, etc. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Sarita Sanasie 

Paliare  Roland’s  fees  and  disbursements  from  March  3,  2020  to  May  31,  2020. 

The Dockets describe the services provided and the amounts charged by Paliare 

Roland.

4.  The  following  is  a  summary  of  the  professionals  whose  services  are 

reflected  in  the  Dockets,  including  hourly  rates,  fees  billed,  hours  billed  and  the 

average  hourly  rate  charged  by  Paliare  Roland.   The  hourly  rates  charged  are 

the usual hourly rates charged by Paliare Roland for the listed professionals.

5.  Inclusive  of  HST  ($2,960.01)  and  disbursements  ($2,221.60),  the  total 

amount of the Dockets are $25,797.11.



This is EXHIBIT “A” referred to in 

the Affidavit of  

Sarita Sanasie 

sworn before me this 30th day of June, 2020 

A Commissioner for taking affidavits 



35th Floor
155 Wellington St. West
Toronto, Ontario   M5V 3H1
Canada

416.646.4300
paliareroland.com

Private and Confidential
RSM Canada Limited
11 King Street West, Suite 700
Box 27
Toronto, Ontario  M5H 4C7

Attention: Arif Dhanani 

March 31, 2020
Invoice No.: 95680 
Our File No.: 6595-97267 

RE: Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation 

ERRORS AND OMISSIONS EXCLUDED TERMS: DUE UPON RECEIPT. AMOUNTS ARE STATED IN CANADIAN DOLLARS UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED.
INTEREST AT THE RATE OF 2% PER ANNUM WILL BE CHARGED ON ALL AMOUNTS NOT PAID WITHIN ONE MONTH FROM THE DATE OF THIS INVOICE.

HARMONIZED SALES TAX REGISTRATION NUMBER 88366 4518 RT 0001

FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RENDERED on this matter for the period ending March 31, 2020:

Total Fees $ 13,620.50 
Non Taxable Disbursements   67.83 
Total Disbursements subject to HST   2,153.77 
Total HST   2,050.66 

INVOICE TOTAL $ 17,892.76 

PALIARE ROLAND ROSENBERG ROTHSTEIN LLP 

Per:

Jeffrey Larry 
  



35th Floor
155 Wellington St. West
Toronto, Ontario   M5V 3H1
Canada

416.646.4300
paliareroland.com

Private and Confidential
RSM Canada Limited
11 King Street West, Suite 700
Box 27
Toronto, Ontario  M5H 4C7

Attention: Arif Dhanani 

March 31, 2020
Invoice No.: 95680 
Our File No.: 6595-97267 

RE: Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation 

ERRORS AND OMISSIONS EXCLUDED TERMS: DUE UPON RECEIPT. AMOUNTS ARE STATED IN CANADIAN DOLLARS UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED.
INTEREST AT THE RATE OF 2% PER ANNUM WILL BE CHARGED ON ALL AMOUNTS NOT PAID WITHIN ONE MONTH FROM THE DATE OF THIS INVOICE.

HARMONIZED SALES TAX REGISTRATION NUMBER 88366 4518 RT 0001

 
FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RENDERED on this matter for the period ending March 31, 2020:

DATE LYR DESCRIPTION RATE) HOURS AMOUNT
03/03/20
_

JL 
_

Review Statement of Claim; 
consider issues re: dealing with 
claim; 
_

 725.00)
_

    0.50
_

$ 362.50)
_

03/03/20
_

ER 
_

Review case background 
materials; meet with J Larry re 
same; 
_

 475.00)
_

    0.60
_

$ 285.00)
_

05/03/20
_

JL 
_

Call with A. Dhanani; discussion 
with E. Rathbone; consider issues; 
_

 725.00)
_

    0.40
_

$ 290.00)
_

09/03/20
_

ER 
_

Review claim; review supporting 
documents to application; 
_

 475.00)
_

    1.40
_

$ 665.00)
_

11/03/20
_

JC 
_

Corporate searches 
_

 220.00)
_

    0.60
_

$ 132.00)
_

11/03/20
_

JL 
_

Discussion with E. Rathbone re: 
opinion; review and consider 
issues re: claim against 
MarshallZehr; 
_

 725.00)
_

    0.40
_

$ 290.00)
_

11/03/20
_

ER 
_

Confer with J Larry re status; e-
mails with J Cummins re mortgage 
check; 
_

 475.00)
_

    0.20
_

$ 95.00)
_

12/03/20
_

JC 
_

Email exchanged with E. 
Rathbone; telephone call to ESC 
corporate services; performing 
corporate searches; discussion 
with E. Rathbone; 
_

 220.00)
_

    2.60
_

$ 572.00)
_



RSM Canada Limited Invoice No.: 95680 
Our File No.: 6595-
97267 
Page No.: 2

ERRORS AND OMISSIONS EXCLUDED TERMS: DUE UPON RECEIPT. AMOUNTS ARE STATED IN CANADIAN DOLLARS UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED.
INTEREST AT THE RATE OF 2% PER ANNUM WILL BE CHARGED ON ALL AMOUNTS NOT PAID WITHIN ONE MONTH FROM THE DATE OF THIS INVOICE.

HARMONIZED SALES TAX REGISTRATION NUMBER 88366 4518 RT 0001

DATE LYR DESCRIPTION RATE) HOURS AMOUNT
13/03/20
_

JC 
_

Performing multiple property 
searches; telephone calls with 
ESC;  reviewing and providing 
details from search results for 
opinion letter; telephone call with 
E. Rathbone; 
_

 220.00)
_

    6.10
_

$ 1,342.00)
_

13/03/20
_

ER 
_

Prepare mortgage opinion; review 
searches re same; multiple calls 
and confers with J Cummins re 
same; 
_

 475.00)
_

    3.30
_

$ 1,567.50)
_

14/03/20
_

JC 
_

Performing corporate searches; 
emails with E. Rathbone; 
_

 220.00)
_

    1.40
_

$ 308.00)
_

15/03/20
_

JC 
_

Preparing summary of search 
results for opinion letter; 
_

 220.00)
_

    1.10
_

$ 242.00)
_

15/03/20
_

ER 
_

Calls and e-mails with J Cummins 
re searches; conduct research re 
vehicle priority/lease issue; review 
mortgage and lease documents; 
review searches; 
_

 475.00)
_

    3.70
_

$ 1,757.50)
_

16/03/20
_

JC 
_

VIN index search and PPSA 
search; 
_

 220.00)
_

    0.10
_

$ 22.00)
_

16/03/20
_

ER 
_

E-mails with S Rappos, J 
Cummins re mortgage review; 
_

 475.00)
_

    0.20
_

$ 95.00)
_

17/03/20
_

JC 
_

Corporate searching; telephone 
call to ESC; 
_

 220.00)
_

    0.90
_

$ 198.00)
_

17/03/20
_

ER 
_

Review vehicle search; review and 
revise mortgage opinion re same; 
internal e-mails re same; 
_

 475.00)
_

    1.20
_

$ 570.00)
_

18/03/20
_

ER 
_

Review client documents; review 
claim; call with J Larry re same; 
call with RSM, J Larry re status 
and strategy; draft mortgage 
opinion; 
_

 475.00)
_

    2.50
_

$ 1,187.50)
_

19/03/20
_

JL 
_

Call with B. Tannenbaum and A. 
Dhanani; call with Chaitons; 

 725.00)
_

    1.00
_

$ 725.00)
_



RSM Canada Limited Invoice No.: 95680 
Our File No.: 6595-
97267 
Page No.: 3

ERRORS AND OMISSIONS EXCLUDED TERMS: DUE UPON RECEIPT. AMOUNTS ARE STATED IN CANADIAN DOLLARS UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED.
INTEREST AT THE RATE OF 2% PER ANNUM WILL BE CHARGED ON ALL AMOUNTS NOT PAID WITHIN ONE MONTH FROM THE DATE OF THIS INVOICE.

HARMONIZED SALES TAX REGISTRATION NUMBER 88366 4518 RT 0001

DATE LYR DESCRIPTION RATE) HOURS AMOUNT
correspondence with E. Rathbone; 
correspondence to RSM; 
_

19/03/20
_

ER 
_

Review claim, correspondence, 
caselaw re auctions; call with J 
Larry, Chaitons re same; 
_

 475.00)
_

    0.90
_

$ 427.50)
_

20/03/20
_

JL 
_

Call with A. Dhanani; review 
correspondence; 
_

 725.00)
_

    0.60
_

$ 435.00)
_

23/03/20
_

JL 
_

Draft letter to counsel; email 
correspondence with A. Dhanani; 
_

 725.00)
_

    0.70
_

$ 507.50)
_

24/03/20
_

JL 
_

Various email correspondence; 
_

 725.00)
_

    0.30
_

$ 217.50)
_

27/03/20
_

JL 
_

Call with A. Dhanani re:  
 ; call with A. Shore; 

review correspondence from I. 
Duncan; 
_

 725.00)
_

    0.60
_

$ 435.00)
_

27/03/20
_

ER 
_

Call with J Larry re status; 
_

 475.00)
_

    0.10
_

$ 47.50)
_

27/03/20
_

AS 
_

Call with J. Larry re  ; 
review relevant correspondence; 
email to client re  ; 
_

 585.00)
_

    0.70
_

$ 409.50)
_

30/03/20
_

JL 
_

Call with A. Dhanani; review draft 
Receiver's report; 
_

 725.00)
_

    0.60
_

$ 435.00)
_

TIME SUMMARY 

MEMBER POSITION HOURS RATE VALUE
Jeffrey Larry (JL) Partner     5.10  725.00) $ 3,697.50)
Elizabeth Rathbone 
(ER)

Associate    14.10  475.00) $ 6,697.50)

Jacqueline Cummins 
(JC)

Law Clerk    12.80  220.00) $ 2,816.00)

Alysha Shore (AS) Associate     0.70  585.00) $ 409.50)
 
OUR FEES $ 13,620.50 
HST at 13%   1,770.67 



RSM Canada Limited Invoice No.: 95680 
Our File No.: 6595-
97267 
Page No.: 4

ERRORS AND OMISSIONS EXCLUDED TERMS: DUE UPON RECEIPT. AMOUNTS ARE STATED IN CANADIAN DOLLARS UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED.
INTEREST AT THE RATE OF 2% PER ANNUM WILL BE CHARGED ON ALL AMOUNTS NOT PAID WITHIN ONE MONTH FROM THE DATE OF THIS INVOICE.

HARMONIZED SALES TAX REGISTRATION NUMBER 88366 4518 RT 0001

Non Taxable Disbursements: 

_
Search Disbursement - Non-taxable
_

$ 67.83)
_

Taxable Disbursements: 

_
Laser Copies
_

$ 7.00)
_

_
Search Disbursement
_

$ 2,146.77)
_

Total Taxable Disbursements   2,153.77 
HST at 13%   279.99  

INVOICE TOTAL   $ 17,892.76 

 



35th Floor
155 Wellington St. West
Toronto, Ontario   M5V 3H1
Canada

416.646.4300
paliareroland.com

Private and Confidential
RSM Canada Limited
11 King Street West, Suite 700
Box 27
Toronto, Ontario  M5H 4C7

Attention: Arif Dhanani 

March 31, 2020
Invoice No.: 95680 
Our File No.: 6595-97267

RE: Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation 

REMITTANCE COPY
PLEASE REMIT WITH PAYMENT

Total Fees $ 13,620.50 
Non Taxable Disbursements   67.83 
Total Disbursements subject to HST   2,153.77 
Total HST   2,050.66 

INVOICE TOTAL $ 17,892.76 

 



35th Floor
155 Wellington St. West
Toronto, Ontario   M5V 3H1
Canada

416.646.4300
paliareroland.com

Private and Confidential
RSM Canada Limited
11 King Street West, Suite 700
Box 27
Toronto, Ontario  M5H 4C7

Attention: Arif Dhanani 

April 30, 2020
Invoice No.: 96368 
Our File No.: 6595-97267 

RE: Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation 

ERRORS AND OMISSIONS EXCLUDED TERMS: DUE UPON RECEIPT. AMOUNTS ARE STATED IN CANADIAN DOLLARS UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED.
INTEREST AT THE RATE OF 2% PER ANNUM WILL BE CHARGED ON ALL AMOUNTS NOT PAID WITHIN ONE MONTH FROM THE DATE OF THIS INVOICE.

HARMONIZED SALES TAX REGISTRATION NUMBER 88366 4518 RT 0001

FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RENDERED on this matter for the period ending April 30, 2020:

Total Fees $ 4,550.00 
Total HST   591.50 

INVOICE TOTAL $ 5,141.50 

PALIARE ROLAND ROSENBERG ROTHSTEIN LLP 

Per:

Jeffrey Larry 
  



35th Floor
155 Wellington St. West
Toronto, Ontario   M5V 3H1
Canada

416.646.4300
paliareroland.com

Private and Confidential
RSM Canada Limited
11 King Street West, Suite 700
Box 27
Toronto, Ontario  M5H 4C7

Attention: Arif Dhanani 

April 30, 2020
Invoice No.: 96368 
Our File No.: 6595-97267 

RE: Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation 

ERRORS AND OMISSIONS EXCLUDED TERMS: DUE UPON RECEIPT. AMOUNTS ARE STATED IN CANADIAN DOLLARS UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED.
INTEREST AT THE RATE OF 2% PER ANNUM WILL BE CHARGED ON ALL AMOUNTS NOT PAID WITHIN ONE MONTH FROM THE DATE OF THIS INVOICE.

HARMONIZED SALES TAX REGISTRATION NUMBER 88366 4518 RT 0001

 
FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RENDERED on this matter for the period ending April 30, 2020:

DATE LYR DESCRIPTION RATE) HOURS AMOUNT
03/04/20
_

JL 
_

Review correspondence and 
prepare letter to I. Duncan; 
correspondence with A. Dhanani 
about the letter and finalize letters; 
_

 725.00)
_

    0.70
_

$ 507.50)
_

06/04/20
_

JL 
_

Call with A. Dhanani; preparing 
letter; review correspondence; 
_

 725.00)
_

    0.30
_

$ 217.50)
_

07/04/20
_

JL 
_

Draft letter to I. Duncan;  email 
correspondence with A. Dhanani 
re letter; review prior 
correspondence to I. Duncan re: 
various issues; 
_

 725.00)
_

    1.00
_

$ 725.00)
_

14/04/20
_

JL 
_

Call with A. Dhanani; 
_

 725.00)
_

    0.20
_

$ 145.00)
_

16/04/20
_

JL 
_

Discussions with Receiver; finalize 
and send email to I. Duncan; 
consider several issues for 
recovery from debtors; 
_

 725.00)
_

    0.40
_

$ 290.00)
_

20/04/20
_

JL 
_

Call with A. Dhanani; call with 
counsel and Marshall  Zehr; email 
to I. Duncan; 
_

 725.00)
_

    0.80
_

$ 580.00)
_

23/04/20
_

JL 
_

Review correspondence from D. 
Linton; call with A. Dhanani and B. 
Tannenbaum; 
_

 725.00)
_

    0.40
_

$ 290.00)
_

27/04/20
_

JL 
_

Call with E. Rathbone; call with A. 
Dhanani; 

 725.00)
_

    0.40
_

$ 290.00)
_



RSM Canada Limited Invoice No.: 96368 
Our File No.: 6595-
97267 
Page No.: 2

ERRORS AND OMISSIONS EXCLUDED TERMS: DUE UPON RECEIPT. AMOUNTS ARE STATED IN CANADIAN DOLLARS UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED.
INTEREST AT THE RATE OF 2% PER ANNUM WILL BE CHARGED ON ALL AMOUNTS NOT PAID WITHIN ONE MONTH FROM THE DATE OF THIS INVOICE.

HARMONIZED SALES TAX REGISTRATION NUMBER 88366 4518 RT 0001

DATE LYR DESCRIPTION RATE) HOURS AMOUNT
_

28/04/20
_

JL 
_

Draft letter to Pensio; 
correspondence with A. Dhanani; 
call with E. Rathbone re: 

 ; 
_

 725.00)
_

    0.70
_

$ 507.50)
_

28/04/20
_

ER 
_

Consider issues re   
  
; 

_

 475.00)
_

    2.10
_

$ 997.50)
_

TIME SUMMARY 

MEMBER POSITION HOURS RATE VALUE
Jeffrey Larry (JL) Partner     4.90  725.00) $ 3,552.50)
Elizabeth Rathbone 
(ER)

Associate     2.10  475.00) $ 997.50)

 
OUR FEES $ 4,550.00 
HST at 13%   591.50  

INVOICE TOTAL   $ 5,141.50 

 



35th Floor
155 Wellington St. West
Toronto, Ontario   M5V 3H1
Canada

416.646.4300
paliareroland.com

Private and Confidential
RSM Canada Limited
11 King Street West, Suite 700
Box 27
Toronto, Ontario  M5H 4C7

Attention: Arif Dhanani 

April 30, 2020
Invoice No.: 96368 
Our File No.: 6595-97267

RE: Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation 

REMITTANCE COPY
PLEASE REMIT WITH PAYMENT

Total Fees $ 4,550.00 
Total HST   591.50 

INVOICE TOTAL $ 5,141.50 

 



35th Floor 
155 Wellington St. West 
Toronto, Ontario   M5V 3H1 
Canada 

416.646.4300 
paliareroland.com 

Private and Confidential 
RSM Canada Limited 
11 King Street West, Suite 700 
Box 27 
Toronto, Ontario  M5H 4C7 

Attention: Arif Dhanani  

June 30, 2020 
Invoice No.: 97103 

Our File No.: 6595-97267 

RE: Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation 

ERRORS AND OMISSIONS EXCLUDED TERMS: DUE UPON RECEIPT. AMOUNTS ARE STATED IN CANADIAN DOLLARS UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED. 
INTEREST AT THE RATE OF 2% PER ANNUM WILL BE CHARGED ON ALL AMOUNTS NOT PAID WITHIN ONE MONTH FROM THE DATE OF THIS INVOICE. 

HARMONIZED SALES TAX REGISTRATION NUMBER 88366 4518 RT 0001 

FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RENDERED on this matter for the period ending May 25, 2020: 

Total Fees  $ 2,445.00)
Total HST $ 317.85)

INVOICE TOTAL  $ 2,762.85)

PALIARE ROLAND ROSENBERG ROTHSTEIN LLP 

Per: 

Jeffrey Larry  



35th Floor 
155 Wellington St. West 
Toronto, Ontario   M5V 3H1 
Canada 

416.646.4300 
paliareroland.com 

Private and Confidential 
RSM Canada Limited 
11 King Street West, Suite 700 
Box 27 
Toronto, Ontario  M5H 4C7 

Attention: Arif Dhanani  

June 30, 2020 
Invoice No.: 97103 

Our File No.: 6595-97267 

RE: Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation 

ERRORS AND OMISSIONS EXCLUDED TERMS: DUE UPON RECEIPT. AMOUNTS ARE STATED IN CANADIAN DOLLARS UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED. 
INTEREST AT THE RATE OF 2% PER ANNUM WILL BE CHARGED ON ALL AMOUNTS NOT PAID WITHIN ONE MONTH FROM THE DATE OF THIS INVOICE. 

HARMONIZED SALES TAX REGISTRATION NUMBER 88366 4518 RT 0001 

FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES RENDERED on this matter for the period ending May 25, 2020: 

DATE LYR DESCRIPTION RATE) HOURS AMOUNT)
01/05/20
_

ER 
_

Conduct research re 
; review 

client documents re same; 
prepare summary e-mail 
memo to J Larry re same; 
_

 475.00)
_

    2.40
_

$ 1,140.00)
_

04/05/20
_

JL 
_

Call with A. Dhanani; review 
and consider 
correspondence; 
_

 725.00)
_

    0.50
_

$ 362.50)
_

05/05/20
_

JL 
_

Research re:  
; call wit 

S. Rappos; 
_

 725.00)
_

    0.30
_

$ 217.50)
_

06/05/20
_

JL 
_

Review materials; 
conference call with 
Receiver and counsel; call 
with S. Rappos; 
_

 725.00)
_

    0.70
_

$ 507.50)
_

25/05/20 JL  Various email 
correspondence with A. 
Dhanani;  

 725.00)     0.30 $ 217.50)

TIME SUMMARY   

MEMBER HOURS RATE VALUE
Rathbone, Elizabeth (ER) 2.40 475.00 1,140.00
Larry, Jeffrey (JL) 1.80 725.00 1,305.00

4.20

OUR FEES  $ 2,445.00)



 Invoice No.: 97103 
Our File No.: 6595-97267

 Page No.: 2

ERRORS AND OMISSIONS EXCLUDED TERMS: DUE UPON RECEIPT. AMOUNTS ARE STATED IN CANADIAN DOLLARS UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED. 
INTEREST AT THE RATE OF 2% PER ANNUM WILL BE CHARGED ON ALL AMOUNTS NOT PAID WITHIN ONE MONTH FROM THE DATE OF THIS INVOICE. 

HARMONIZED SALES TAX REGISTRATION NUMBER 88366 4518 RT 0001 

HST at 13% $ 317.85)

INVOICE TOTAL  $ 2,762.85)



35th Floor 
155 Wellington St. West 
Toronto, Ontario   M5V 3H1 
Canada 

416.646.4300 
paliareroland.com 

Private and Confidential 
RSM Canada Limited 
11 King Street West, Suite 700 
Box 27 
Toronto, Ontario  M5H 4C7 

Attention: Arif Dhanani  

June 30, 2020
Invoice No.: 97103 

Our File No.: 6595-97267

RE: Fernwood Developments (Ontario) Corporation 

REMITTANCE COPY  
PLEASE REMIT WITH PAYMENT  

Total Fees  $ 2,445.00)
Total HST $ 317.85)

INVOICE TOTAL  $ 2,762.85)



ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

COMMERCIAL LIST 

PROCEEDING COMMENCED AT 
TORONTO 

AFFIDAVIT OF SARITA SANASIE

PALIARE ROLAND ROSENBERG ROTHSTEIN LLP 
155 Wellington Street West 
35th Floor 
Toronto, ON  M5V 3H1 
Tel: 416.646.4300 
Fax: 416.646.4301 

Jeffrey Larry (LSO# 44608D) 
Tel: 416.646.4330 
jeff.larry@paliareroland.com

Elizabeth Rathbone (LSO# 70331U) 
Tel: 416.646.7488 
elizabeth.rathbone@paliareroland.com

Lawyers for the Receiver

Doc 3384375 v1 

                       Court File No.  CV-20-00635523-00CL
MARSHALLZEHR GROUP INC.    -and- FERNWOOD DEVELOPMENTS (ONTARIO) 

CORPORATION 
Applicant Respondent 



 

Doc#4811741v1 

 

MARSHALLZEHR GROUP INC.                                                                          FERNWOOD DEVELOPMENTS (ONTARIO) CORPORATION 

Applicant                                                                                                                                                                                                          Respondent 
 

                                     Court File No.: CV-20-006355523-00CL 
 
 

 
ONTARIO 

SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 
(COMMERCIAL LIST) 

 
PROCEEDING COMMENCED AT 

TORONTO 
 

 

 
MOTION RECORD 
(returnable July 7, 2020) 

 
 

  
CHAITONS LLP 
5000 Yonge Street, 10th Floor 
Toronto, Ontario  M2N 7E9 
 
Sam Rappos (LSO No. 51399S) 
Tel: (416) 218-1137 
Fax: (416) 218-1837 
E-mail: samr@chaitons.com 
 
PALIARE ROLAND ROSENBERG ROTHSTEIN LLP 
35th Floor, 155 Wellington St. W. 
Toronto, ON M5V 3H1 
 
Jeff Larry (LSO No. 44608D) 
Tel: (416) 646-4330 
Fax: (416) 646-4301 
Email: jeff.larry@paliareroland.com 
 
Lawyers for RSM Canada Limited 
Court-appointed Receiver 

 


	Appendix F - Tarion Cheque Deposited into TD Account.pdf
	tarion
	tarion 2

	DOCS-#4811845-v2-RSM_Fernwood_-_Notice_of_Motion_returnable_July_7__2020.pdf
	THE GROUNDS FOR THE MOTION ARE:
	1. On February 12, 2020, RSM was appointed as Receiver over the Debtor’s property, assets and undertaking pursuant to an Order of this Court (the “Appointment Order”).
	2. Fernwood is the developer of a 94-unit stacked townhouse phased condominium complex known as Schoolhouse Barrie (formerly known as Georgian Meadows), located in Barrie, Ontario (the “Development”).  Each of the three phases of the Development consi...
	3. Phase 3, which consists of 32 residential units, is incomplete and in various stages of construction (collectively, the “Unfinished Units”). The Unfinished Units in Phase 3 have yet to be sold by Fernwood and are not subject to agreements of purcha...
	Pensio
	4. Pensio Property Management Group Inc. and/or Pensio Global (“Pensio”) was the property manager for the Development at the time of the Receiver’s appointment.  Pensio’s duties included collecting rent from tenants of the Fernwood Owned Units.
	5. Pensio is holding $33,545, which represents last month rent deposits from tenants of the Fernwood Owned Units (collectively, the “Rent Deposits”).  The Receiver has requested that Pensio pay the Rent Deposits, less the $3,286.94 owed by the Receive...
	6. Despite the Receiver’s repeated requests, Pensio has yet to pay the outstanding amount to the Receiver, notwithstanding that Pensio has confirmed that this amount is owed to the Receiver.
	7. As a result, the Receiver requests that the Court direct Pensio to pay $30,318.06 to the Receiver.
	8. Simcoe Standard Condominium Corporation No. 240 (the “Condo Corp”) is the condominium corporation for the Development.
	9. On February 28, 2020, the Condo Corp registered a condominium lien against 25 of the Fernwood Owned Units.  Each lien was in the amount of $1,999, which represented three months of unpaid common area expenses, a special assessment fee, and $1,000 i...
	10. Following a significant amount of discussions between counsel to the Receiver and counsel to the Condo Corp, the Receiver and the Condo Corp have agreed, subject to Court approval, to a settlement such that the Receiver is seeking Court authority ...
	11. The Receiver has proposed a sale process designed to market en bloc the Fernwood Owned Units and Unfinished Units.
	12. The Receiver is of the view that the sale process is reasonable and appropriate in the circumstances.  MarshallZehr Group Inc., the senior secured creditor of Fernwood, is supportive of the sale process.
	13. In these circumstances, the Receiver respectfully requests that the Court grant an order approving the sale process.
	Approval of Fees and Disbursements
	14. Pursuant to paragraph 18 of the Appointment Order, the Receiver and its counsel are to be paid their reasonable fees and disbursements at their standard rates and charges, incurred both before and after the making of the Appointment Order.  Pursua...
	15. At this time, the Receiver is seeking Court approval of its fees and disbursements, and the fees and disbursements of Paliare Roland, up to May 31, 2020.  The Receiver is of the view that the fees and disbursements charged are reasonable.
	16. The First Report.
	17. Rules 1.04, 1.05, 2.01, 2.03, and 37 of the Rules of Civil Procedure (Ontario).
	18. The inherent jurisdiction of the Court.
	19. Such other grounds as counsel may advise and this Honourable Court may permit.




